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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LAXXXVII No. 37 In Our 97th Year
Harmon Whitnell, left, treasurer for the Murray Civitan Club presents a
check of support to David Roos, a co-chairman for the Calloway County
Boy Scouts of America Fund. Don Alley, Civitan president, stated that the
various fund raising projects of the Civitan Club makes possible its support
of Scouts, baseball, hancicapped and other local civic needs.
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon. February 13, 1976 15' Per Copy 2 Sections — 20 Pages
Controversial Zoning Ordinance
Approved By City Councilmen
A ordinance which will change the
zoning on a piece of property on
Sycamore Street was adopted by the
Murray Common Council on a 7-4 vote
last night following several minutes of
debate.
The ordinance, which takes effect
when it is signed by Mayor John E.
Scott, changes the zoning on property
occupied by Bill Crouse Motor Sales
trom residential to commercial and has
been the topic of much discussion in
recent council meetings.
In other action at last night's meeting
the council:
—elected Mrs. Ruby Hale to fill the
vacancy on the council created by the
resignation of Phillip Tibbs;
—appointed James Garrison to a
second term on the board of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital as
Committee Head Predicts Two
More Weeks Of Budget Review
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — Members
of a legislative committee charged with
scrutinizing the governor's proposed
budget won't meet today.
While most of the other members of
the Kentucky General Assembly were
enjoying a legislative holiday in honor
of Abraham Lincoln Thursday, the
Joint Appropriations and Revenue
Conunittee met for nearly eight hours.
Although some committee members
had been optimistic that the hearings
on the executive budget would be
completed within two weeks, com-
mittee chairman Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, said Thursday he anticipates
another two weeks of review.
The committee will resume its work
Tuesday.
..013.33a1KagilYille le.giala ton asked for
details on how the governor's 2761
million allocation for general gover-
nment would be spent.
They agreed on the need for ad-
ditional parking in Frankfort, and on
the necessity of having a contingency
fund for emergency repairs, but
questioned whether Kentucky needs an
$18 million statewide emergency
warning system.
Its supporters say the microwave
radio system would be the most
sophisticated in the nation.
The state Adjutant General, Richard
Frymire, told the committee the
system, known as KEWS, or Kentucky
Early Warning System, is needed
because the existing radio
communication service is not adequate.
Saying KEWS is an "essential ser-
vice," Frymire told the committee it
would be used tO give-early warning of
impending natural disaster, and could
be used by state police as an emergenCy
Area Transportation
Discussed By Committee
Regional Transportation Task Force
members discussed the fiscal year 1976
Transportation work program during
their February 11, meeting at the
Purchase Area Development District
( PADD ) office in Mayfield.
Items considered by the Task Force
with regard to the 1976 work programs
include: goals and objectives, func-
tional classification, inventory and
analysis, and completion of the
Mayfield Urban Transportation Study.
These elements are all a requirement
prior to receiving planning funds from
the Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation according to Bill Wells,
PADD Transportation Planner.
Bryan Stewart, District 1 Highway
Office, gave a visual presentation on
projects being considered for funding
within the Purchase by use of 35
millimeter film. After reviewing the
films, Transportation Task Force
r •
This Bicentennial Year of our
country is a very appropriate time
for us to reflect on our heritage, not
only our national heritage, but our
local heritage as well.
We're proud of the advances made
by our nation, the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Calloway County and the
City of Murray. And we're proud of
the free enterprise system—our
businesses and industries—that
make progress possible.
A special, two-color, section of
today's Murray Ledger & Times
pays tribute to 270 local businesses
and industries who are similarly
proud of their heritage.
The section lists the oldest con-
tinuous businesses in town right
down to those new ventures that
have been in operation only a few
weeks.
The staff of The Murray Ledger &
Times is proud to have been a part of
this salute to our businesses & in-
dustries. It is our hope that the
people of Calloway County will
continue to strive together to make




members made recommendations to
the Department of Transportation
regarding the individual highway
improvements proposals.
Stewart then answered questions
regarding the status of widening High-
way 641 from Murray to Benton and
Highway 45 from Lone Oak to Mayfield.
According to Stewart the State
Department of Transportation is still in
the process of buying the right-of-way
on both roads.
Transportation Committee members
representing Calloway County are
William Franklin, Murray State
University, Dan Bazzell, and Ed
Chrisman, City Councilman.
Chance Of Showers
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers today, high in the upper 50s to
mid 60s. Mostly cloudy and colder
tonight and Saturday. Low tonight in
the low to mid 30s. High Saturday in the
low to mid 50s. Sunday fair and mild.
communication system.
Frymire and other backers Of the
proposed system cited the April, 1974
tornados as an example of what can
happen without an adequate warning
system.
Paul Warnecke, coordinator of
budget requests for the state Depart-
ment of Finance and Administration
said the system is so sophisticated, "it
would put us first in the country."
But Rep. Carl Nett, D-Louisville, said
he wasn't convinced the state needs an
218 million warning system.
"Are we going to get full value?" he
asked. Warnecke acknowledged that
obsolescence is a factor in the purchase
of such sophisticated electronic
equipment.
Howevar, he said he thought the
system would save the state about
$500,000 a year, and that the cost
savings would pay for the system in 10
years.
Nett asked if the state was
overreacting to the tornados which
raked Kentucky so suddenly. He
pointed out that the state already has
an emergency alert system, the




Miss Laurie Ronk, a social work
major at Murray State University, is
now a volunteer worker in the
NEEDLINE Office assisting Mrs.
Euple Ward, Director.
This addition will make it possible for
the office to be covered four and one-
half days instead of three as formerly
open. Effective February 15 the
NEEDLINE office will be open on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday from eight a.m. to four p.m. and
on Wednesday from eight a.m. to noon.
The NEEDLINE office is located at
203 South Fifth Street, Murray, and the
phone number is 753-6333.
the of the Cluunber ofC
-approved the drawing of an Or-
dinance establishing a promotion
procedure for the Murray Fire
Department;
—approved the purchase of a piece of
property actjoining the present city
cemetery, and;
—approved the advertising for bids
on new police cars for the city and
mower units for the cemetery.
Much of the discussion on the zoning
change centered around the question of
ther or not the change would be
gal under the city's zoning laws.
Councilman Dr. C. C. Lowry opened
the discussion by asking city attorney
Wells Overbey to give his opinion on the
matter .
"In my opinion it is not proper, it is
Illegal," Overbey said.
Overbey said he felt the charute would
constitute "spot zoning" which is illegal
under the city's code.
Councilman Melvin Henley said that
he did not think spot zoning could be
defined and said he felt if it could then
Related Editorial On Page Four
downtown Murray could be called spot
zoning since it is surrounded by
residential zoning.
"Dr. Henley," Overbey said, "do you
think I'm dumb enough to compare the
court square with one piece of
property?"
"I don't think you can define spot
zoning," Henley replied.
"Well you can't define sundown,
either but we know it's here," Overbey
added.
An amendment offered by coun-
Jana Jones Is
Selected To Cost
Jana Jones of Murray, a sophomore
...AA. Murray State University, has been
selected as a member of the cast of 14
for "Scapino," the first major
production of the spring semester by
the University Theatre Feb. 26-27-72.
Miss Jones, the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones of 1608
Keenland, will play the role of Giacenta
m the production. She is an elementary
education and theatre arts major at the
university.
"Scapino," written by Frank Dunlop
and Jim Dale, is based on the 17th
century story The Cheats of Scapin''
by Moliere. Robert E. Johnson, director
of the University Theatre, is the
director of the play.
Curtain time each evening is 8 p.m. in
the University Theatre of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission is
by season ticket or $2 per person.
Local see:Of:ATI I
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Gives Aid To Top-Ranked Students
What is a Presidential Scholar?
Since the Presidential Scholars
program was inaugurated at Murray
State University two years ago, a total
of 24 high school seniors have been
awarded the full scholarships providing
for payment of tuition, fees, and room
and board renewable for four years.
Now, as the March 1 deadline nears
for graduating seniors to apply for
awards to begin in the fall, the basic
question arises again. What is a
Presidential Scholar?
Among the 12 awards made in 1974
and the same number in 1975, recipients
include 16 class valedictorians and
three salutatorians. And, in keeping
with a requirement to be eligible to
apply, each recipient ranked in the top
three per cent academically of his high
school graduating class.
On the average, Presidential
Scholars from the first two years rank
In the top three per cent in the country
on scores from American College
Testing (ACT), a national examination
required for admission to a Kentucky
public college or unviersity.
High school grade point
averages figured on a 4 00
scale—averaged 3.93 for the 1974 group
and 3.92 for the 1975 group.
But the necessary credentials for
beneficiaries of the program described
by Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, Murray
State President, as one "to recognize
high school scholars in the same
manner we have long recognized
talented athletes," does not end with
outstanding academic achievement.
Most of the recipients have been in-
volved in as many as 10 or 12 ex-
tracurricular organizations and ac-
tivities during high school.
In addition to evidence to academic
excellence and leadership qualities,
applicants for Presidential Scholars
awards must have recommendations
from their high school principals and
counselors.
More than 500 qualified high school
students submitted applications for
Presidential Scholars awards the first
two years. And every student in that
number was eventually offered some
kind of scholarship aid.
Curtis said that response has been
"beyond my fondest expectations." He
added that the scholastic performance,
of those first two groups of recipients
have been outstanding.
Students in the first group have
achieved an average cumulative grade
point average of 3.64 for three
semesters at Murray State, while
Presidential Scholars from the second
eulp have a 3.91 average for their one
Semester on the campus.
Besides a full scholarship with
continuing academic excellence as the
only requirement for renewal,
Presidential Scholars have the added
advantage of a less structured
academic environment with normal
prerequisites waived.
"Instead of fitting into a
curriculum," Curris explained,
"Presidential Scholars fit the
curriculum to their particular needs."
They also participate in monthly
Presidential 'Scholar seminars, which
elieels called "intellectually rigorous,"
for discussion of academic topics or
current events
Application forms and further in-
formation about the Prtsidential
Scholars program are available in high
school counselors' offices. Selections
for 1976 will be announced on April 1
oilman Ed Chrisman to send the matter
back to the planning commission for
further study was defeated.
The stumbling block in the matter
was the question of its legality. The
council seemed to agree on their desire
to allow Crouse to continue to operate
his business at its present location.
"I think there was a better way of
doing it than what the council did,"
Mayor Scott said after the meeting.
Councilmen voting in favor of the
ordinance were: Loyd Arnold, W. R.
Furches, Melvin Henley, Art Lee,
Woodrow Rickman, Tom Rushing and
Buel Stalls. Voting against the or-
dinance were Ed Chrisznan, Howard
Koenen, C. C. Lowry and Dave Willis.
Other business conducted by the
council last night included a discussion
of the city's bill for street lighting.
Councilman Henley pointed out that the
council had budgeted $33,000 for street
lighting for 1976 but that the January
bill amounted to $4,200 and the
February bill was up to $5,177.
"It looks like we're going to have to
either remove some street lights or
amend our budget," Henley said.
The special problems committee
headed by Loyd Arnold, along with
council representative to the Electric
Plant Board, W. R. Furches, was
directed to study the city's street
lighting problem and recommend a
solution to the council at its next
regular meeting.
The council approved the purchase of
a piece of property approximately 325
feet by 137 feet that adjoins the present
Murray City Cemetery. The purchase
price of the property, which will be used
to enlarge the cemetery was $1,500.
"In My opinion it is not
proper, it is illegal."
—Wells Overbey
Car -Ittforne
The new ordinance establishing
procedures for promotions in the
Murray Fire Department was outlined
by councilman Howard Koenen prior to
the council's approval of the drawing of
the ordinance.
Koenen said that the ordinance would
require all firemen who applied for a
promotion to pass a written test and
also sets rank and longevity minimums
as qualifications for promotion. In
order to be promoted to lieutenant, a
(See Council, Page 12)
Proposed Budget Will
Increase Local Funding
The budget for the state of Kentucky
proposed by Gov. Carroll will increase
the money coming into the Murray
Independent School System by about 8.8
per cent, or $132,283, the Murray School
board was told last night.
The board members were informed
that next year's local budget will be
extremely tight; Supt. Fred Schultz
suggested, however, that the state
budget is a very progressive one and
should improve schools in Kentucky.
The food service program for
November, December and January
was also discussed, with an average
daily student participation noted of
1,311 or 71 per cent of the students. The
board was told that it had not been
determined if a price change in lunch
prices would be necessary at this time.
Bids will be requested on windows
and fire safety equipment at the
Murray Middle School after approval
was granted last night by the board.
Margaret Franklin presented the
board with a review of the instructional
program and plans for improving
professional performance, and a policy
change concerning non-instructional
staff to permit eligible employes to
become members of the county
retirement system was approved.
Willie Nell Reed Named
MHS Black History Queen
Miss Willie Nell Reed, daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Williams, 306 Pine Street,
was crowned Queen of Black History
Week in assembly at Murray High
School Thursday morning.
Finalists in the contest which was
determined by vote of the entire student
body included: Denice Bumph's,
daughter of Ora Nell Bumphis, 204 Pine
Street; Miss Marva Payne, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Payne, 402 Cherry
Street; and Miss Alisa Foster, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ross Foster, 305
Pine Street.
Last year's queen, Miss Debbie
Payne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Payne, crowned Miss Reed and
presented her a bouquet of red roses.
Each finalist also carried a single red
rose.
Master of ceremonies for the
program was Coach Tommy Turner.
Leon Miller, assistant principal at
Murray High School until his
retirement, was the main speaker.
Miller reviewed the contributions
which members of the Negro race have
made in the fields of history, en-
tertainment, literature, medicine,
science, was service and sports.
A committee of faculty members who
worked with the students in planning
the program included: Mrs. Lucy
Rollins, chairman; Mrs. Brenda
Maddox, Mrs. Wanda Gough, Mrs.
Clara Humphrey and Turner.
A bulletine board featuring -Famous
Negores in Our History" has been
displayed this week in recognition of
Black History Week nationwide. Claude
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Johnson, coordinated the work on this.
Murray High School's Black History Week Queen Wile Neil Reed is
shown with her bouquet of red roses and surrounded by the finalists. At
left is Aliso Foster, center back Marva Payne, and right Denice lumphis.
Miss Reed was crowned in assembly Thursday morning at which Leon
Wk, spoke on "Outstanding Contributions Made by Negroes" Tommy
Turner was master of ceremonies for the program.
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Auxiliary will meet at the
American Legion Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Homecoming will be al
Calloway County High School
with a dance to follow the
basketball game sponsored by
the Student Council.
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Saturday. February 14
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
"Young at Hearts Dinner"
for members, 70 or older, will
be by the Young Adults Class
of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ at six p.m. in ;he
multi-purpose room of 'he
church.
Special birthday supper will
be held at ,he Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian




meeting is cancelled, and will
be rescheduled in March.
C:hili Supper with serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. will be held
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church by
We UMYF. Prices will be 62.00
for adults and $1.00 for
children under twelve.
Bake sale, sponsored by
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel, will be beld at Roses at
Central Shopping Center,




will be held at the church atseStn pan-
ICirksey United Methodist
Men will have a breakfast at
the church at seven a.m. with
Frank Gonzales as speaker.
Monday, February 16
Humane Society of
Calloway County will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the United
Campus Ministry building.
Murray Postoffice will be




will meet with Mrs. Helen Cole
atone p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with the program by
the Murray High School Stage
Band.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Fi.est Presbyterian Church at
Keen p.m.
*lateen will meet a thte AA
HMI at seven p.m.
Monday, February 16
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at Fellowship Itoll,
Kirksey United ' Methodist
Church, at one p.m. for its arts





will be held at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 p.m.




Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Ralph Robertson at seven
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shephered United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
the church at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the clubhouse. .
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens with
sack lunch at 11:30 a.m., band
practice at 1:45 p.m., and
square dance lessons at two
p.m.
Wednesday, February 18
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Two organizational session
of a local chapter of the Isaak
Walton League will be at the
Ellis Community Center. One
session is scheduled for 12:30
p.m. and the other for 7:30
p.m.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Clete Young at 10: 30 a.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jan
Maddox at 1:30 p.m. Call 753-
8193 for information and
transportation.
When shag rugs become limp
from too many washings, lay
them on a flat surface right
side down, brush strong liq-
uid starch over the entire



















Couples To Celebrate Anniversaries
Mr. And Mrs. 011is Beach Mr. And Mrs. Raymond Workman
A joint golden wedding anniversary celebration for Mr. and Mrs. Ohs Beach of Murray Route Two and Mr. and Mrs. RaymondWorkman of Murray Route One will be held Sunday, February' 72, from two to four p. m. at the building at 630 Fills Drive,Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call during the afternoon hours for the event hosted by the children of the two couples.The two couples were married in the same ceremony at Grove High School, Paris, Th., on February 20, with Rev. J. H.Buchanan officiating.
Mr. Beach is the son of the late Gerutie Beach and Cora Mae Magness Beach. Mrs. Beach, the former Nettie Ray, is thedaughter of the late Will Ray and Mary Jane Graham Ray.
They have one son, Glen Beach of Murray Route Two, and two daughters, Mrs. James (Linda) White and Mrs. Jimmy (Julia)Bell of Murray. Their seven grandchildren are Carla and Tracy Beach, Taminie and Janna Bell, and Jerry, Vickie, and SusanWhite.
Mr. Workman is the son of the late Joseph Thomas Workman and Melissa Jones Workman. Mrs. Workman, the former HazelBeach, is the daughter of Chesley Beach of Kirksey and the late Hattie Harrison Beach.They have one daughter, Mrs. James V. Jean l Edwards of Sedalia, Mo., and two grandchildren, Jeffrey Edwards and JeannaEdwards.
Of Interest To )Senior Citizens
Activities During Coming Week
Listed For Senior Citizens
Special activities are
planned for the Senior Citizens
during the coming week,
according to schedules
released to theMurray Ledger
&Times.
Monday at one p.m. the
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at the Fellowship Hall of
the Kirksey United Methodist
Church for an arts and crafts
day. For information or
transportation call 753-8193.
Tuesday at ten a.m. the
Ellis Center at Murray will
open with no planned ac-
tivities, just visiting, for
morning, sack lunch at 11:30
a.m., band practice at 1:45
p.m., and square dance
lessons at two p.m.
The Lynn Grove Senior
Citizens will meet at the home
of Jan Maddox on Wednesday
at 1:30 p.m. Mrs. AlmaCooper will teach the lesson
on making flowers from cloth.
For information or tran-
sportation call 753-8193.
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. a
potluck luncheon will be
served at the Ellis Center. At
one p.m. a representative for
the Bureau of Social Services
will speak, and at 1:30 p.m. a
Valentine program will be
presented by the Swing and
Sway Band.
The shopping schedule for.
the Murray senior citizens will,
be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
on Friday. Call 753-0929 for
transportation.
Suburban Homakers Club Has
Meeting At Mrs. Dunn's
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met Monday, Feb. 9 in
the home of Mrs. Prentice
Dunn with the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, presiding.
The devotion from Psalms
31 was led by Mrs. Lenith
Rogers with the thought for
the day being, "What Does
God Mean to Me". The
minutes and treasurer's
report were read by Mrs.
Prentice Dunn. Nine
memebers were present for
the roll call.
The president discussed
plans for special meetings to
be held later in the spring,
some of which were the bus
trip to Holly Springs, Miss.,
April 23; Tasting Luncheon,
April 30, at the Methodist
Church; and Calloway County
Annual Day, May 7. It was
decided for this club to furnish
ten dishes for the tasting
luncheon.
Mrs. Roy Hancock gave the
lesson on quilted pillows and
brought a pretty pillow to
show.
Mrs. Max Farley presented
the lesson on the metric
system, stating that the
change to the . new system
would be gradual and in about
three stages. She reported
that 90 percent of all the
nations of the world use
metric and the U.S. is the only
major country not using it.
Mrs. Leon Adams read the
landscape notes, Mrs. Holmes
Dunn read the notes on carpet
care in the absence of Mrs.
Clyde Miller, home fur-
nishings chairman.
Other members present
were Mrs. Learon McGary,
Mrs. Harry Russell and Mrs.
Robert Hendon.
The next meeting will be
Monday, March 8 at 7.30 p.m.
In the home of Mrs. Max
Farley, 316 Woodlawn with
Home




Plans have been completed
by Miss Terese Joan
Carraway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Carraway, for
her marriage to Ronald
Eugene Shemwell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lilburn Shemwell,
which will take place on
Saturday,. February 14, at
seven p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Dr. James Fisher, Sr., and
Rev. Mickey Carpenter will
officiate at the ceremony, and
:*gan McDaniel, orgau1tt;)0
present a program of nuptial
music.
Miss Carraway has chosen
her sister, Mrs. Janice Nor-
sworthy, as her matron of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Mrs. Nita Galloway, Mrs.
Vicki Grimm, Miss Debra
Kavanaugh, Miss Lisa
Outland, Miss Debbie Jones,
Miss Tammy Norsworthy,
Mrs. Lyn Shemwell, and Miss
Molena Norsworthy. Flower
girls will be Miss Amy
Carraway and Miss Terri
Shemwell.
David Shemwell will be best
man. Groomsmen will be Jake
Allen, Mike Finley, Ray
Grimm, Mark Mays, Benji
Norsworthy, Charles Thur-
man, Craig Thurman, and
Mike Willoughby. Bradley
Gallimore will be ringbearer.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
(11.1Deolt.-Ahh
By Abigail Van Buren
Children Neglect
Elderly Mother
DEAR ABBY: I have an elderly mother who has been in
a nursing home for the last four years.
I am one of her three children. (One son and two
daughters.) We all live within a 45-minute drive from the
nursing home, and all of us contribute equally toward the
expenses, but I am the only one who visits her. I go there
every day.
My brother goes once in four months. He says, "I just
can't take it. That place is so depressing!" Can you believe
it? He calls Mamma on the phone maybe once a week and
keeps asking her if she "needs" anything. (All she needs is
for him to visit once in a while.)
My sister runs over there once a month for five minutes.
She doesn't even sit down. She tells me the "smell" of that
place makes her sick. How is that for an excuse?
Although Mamma gets confused once in a while, she is far
from senile. I know she's hurt, but there's nothing I can do
about it.
Please print this. The shoe will fit both a woman, size 6,
and a man, size 10. Let them wear it!
HAD IT IN DETROIT
DEAR HAD IT: The shoe for this situation has no size.
One size &a all.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem and I need help. I have
been married for six years, and my husband still acts as
though we have been married only a few days.
He won't keep his hands off me. We can have marital
relations for an hour straight, and he is ready to go again in
15 minutes. I don't ever reach a climax.
Should my husband see a doctor, or should I get someenergy pills?
MRS. A. IN KILGORE, TEX.
DEAR MRS. A.: Energy pills won't help. You need
professional help.
( P.S. Too bad your husband wasn't born during Biblicaltimes when a man could have as many wives as he could
support.)
DEAR ABBY: I am an 80-year-old man who lost his wife
last year. I'm in good health, but I am lonely.
I have become attracted to my widowed sister-in-law.
(She was my wife's younger sister.1 I never thought I would
consider marrying again, but lately I am changing my mind
because of this lady.
Is it wrong to have romantic feelings about asister-in-law? She's 74 and a lot of fun, and she reminds meof my beloved wife.
FEELING GUILTY
DEAR FEELING: When your wife died, her sister
ceased being your sister-In-law. She is now as eligible as anyother single woman. If the romantic feelings are mutual,proceed without guilt. Neither of you needs parental





County, Timothy Alan Philpot,
in the University of Kentucky
College of Engineering has
been named to the dean's list
for the 1975 fall semester
To be honored by their dean,
engineering students must
attain at least a 3.6 grade point
average based on a 4.0
grading system.
Philpot is a freshman
majoring in civil engineering
and is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Philpot, 813 Sha Wa
Circle, Murray.
Named from Marshall
County was Rickie Lee
Nimmo, Junior majoring in 
electrical engineering, son of
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Private company with large C.I.A. contract seeks
men willing to risk life. Perfect physical condition.
Experience with weaponry, incendiaries, Karate/
Judo. No loyalties. No dependents. Constant dan-
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Dental Core----
Diets Of Children Discussed By Group
This is the fifth in a series of like fresh fruits, raw carrots
six articles on dental health and celery, potato chips and
published in cooperation with PoPcorn, milk and cheese. Or
the Southwest Denial Society foods and beverages that are
in observance of National
Children's Dental Health
Week.
My son has a couple of teeth
filled each time he goes to the
dentist. But he does net eat a
lot of candy. What can I do
about this?
Unfortunately, there are a
lot of other sweets in addition
to candy that can lead to
dental decay: cakes, cookies,
sweetened drinks, candied
popcorn, even breath
sweeteners. He may be one of
those complusive sweet eaters
who is ruining his dental
health.
To minimize tooth decay, it
is important to avoid eating
such sweetened foods and
beverages, particularly
between meals. Each time
that foods containing sugars
are eaten, certain bacteria in
the mouth are stimulated to
create acids that attack the
tooth enamel, eventually
causing decay.
The most serious damage to
the teeth is done within about
20 minutes after eating
sweetened foods. So the more
often the sweets are eaten and
the longer they remain in the
mouth, the longer the decay
process continues.
If your child must eat
between meals, select items
GUILLORY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Guillory
of 1596 Wellington Drive,
Bowling Green, are the
parents of a baby girl, Anne
Katherine, weighing seven
pounds, born on Tuesday,
February 10, at the Bowling
Green-Warren County
Hospital, Bowling Green.
The father is employed by
B. C. Contractors and J. M.
Chick Construction Company
as a contract estimator and
negotitator. The mother is
employed at Greenview
Hospital, Bowling Green, as a
pharmacist.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Aurlie Guillory of
tutice, La., and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Fitts of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn.
FORSEE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Forsee
of Frankfort, former residents
of Murray, announce the
arrival of a baby girl, Amy Jo,
weighing eight pounds 11%
ounces, born Wednesday,
January 21, at 7:24 p.m. at
Kings Daughters Memorial
Hosptial, Frankfort. The
mother is the former Denica
Nanney.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee Of
Paducah and maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. David Nanney of Benton.
Great grandparents include
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brown,
Harlon Nanney, and Amy




The Murray High School
Sage Band will present the
Program at the meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Monday, February 16, at
7:30p.m. at the club house.
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, vice-
chairman, urges all members
to attend. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Doris Nance, Mrs.




The Murray Art Guild
inadvertently omitted the
acknowledgment of the fun-
ding of the workshop by Bob
Evans held on October 26 and
November 9 by the Kentucky
Arts Commission.
A spokesman for the guild
said the Guild appreciates the
support of the commission and
regrets this omission in the
press release.
• Sr Aldo, Poll SPAY
• AIM!C *OM CIOPIP
• IIIMINNIP TANYA Dry




• item Liiilsi %soft
made with articificial
sweeteners.
During the pre-school years,
It is a lot easier for you to
control your child's diet. This
Is the time to help him
establish good eating habits
by providing the proper tooth
and by eliminating an
abundance of between-meal
snacks that contain decay-
causing sugars.
Gooch And Shanklin Wedding Vows Solemnized At Bradford
Rev. and Mrs. R. Layne
Shankhn are now residing at
their home on Route Two,
Bradford, Tenn., where he is
serving as minister in the
Dyersburg, District of the
Memphis Conference of the
United Methodist Church.
The couple was married on
December the eighth at the
United Methodist parsonage
at Bradford with Rev. Walter
Mischke, Jr., officiating at the
double ring ceremony.
Rev. and Mrs. Johnson
Easley were the attendants.
Mrs. Shanklin is the former
Esther Cunningham Gooch
and the daughter of Mr aril
Mrs. Claude L Curuungharn-P1
Murray Route Four. Reit.
Shanklin is a United Methodist
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PURCHASE OF NEW SPRING $2.99 TO $3.99 YD.POLYESTER
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REGULAR $1.49 YD. "SPRING MILLS"
. PIA bulb
• Sell PYAreilar. avow
• *rue elaimitOrik Swim
• tatrolft tou*AO AA tame «Ow
UNBELIEVABLE BUY!
BRAND NEW SPRING '76
PRINTED
JERSEY
• 46" wide, Machine Washable
• Nylon and Acetate Jersey
• 2 to 10 yard Fashion Lengths
• Brand New Spring 711 Prints
WIN
sin° nu no /GREA
\ettiv
WE CAN NOT TELL A LIE' THIS IS THE BARGAIN EVENT OF THE YEAR,
WHITE BATISTE
44 YD.
204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9- 5 (M - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
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EDITORIAL
Council Should Change
Laws, Not Break Them
Even though we tend to agree
! with the basic intent of the ac-
tion, we feel the Murray Com-
mon Council made a serious
• mistake last night when it ap-
.
•
: proved ordinance number 623
on the second and final reading.
The ordinance changes the
I zoning on property occuppied
by Bill Crouse Motor Sales on
Sycamore Street from residen-
tial to commercial zoning. Mr.
Crouse has operated his
business at that location for
• over 20 years and the zoning on
the property has been classified
{ as "non-conforming" since the
4 city adopted its present zoning
: law.
The idea of changing the
zoning so that Mr. Crouse can
continue and expand his
• business at that location is one
• we support, as did 14 neighbors
• in the area who signed a
petition in favor of the zoning
change.
• But we think the procedure
N."
r.





this change leaves much to be
desired.
We base our contention on the
statement made by City At-
torney Wells Overbey made
during Thursday's meeting.
When asked his opinion of the
ordinance Overbey said, "In
Jny opinion it is not proper, it is
illegal." Overbey said the or-
dinance constituted spot-
zoning, which is prohibited by
city laws.
It is our feeling that when the
city attorney advises the com-
mon council that an action it is
about to take is illegal, the
council should heed his advice.
A much better way to achieve
the same end result in this case
would be amend the laws that
govern city zoning to allow the
change, if the council deems it
proper.
The city council must abide
by its own laws. If the laws are
determined to be not m order
then they should be changed,
not broken.
Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cop) righted outlines produced b4 the Committee on




From the mountain-side Christ
watched the disciples as their little ship
was tossed about like a cork on the
foam-crested waves of the sea. He
observed both the raging of the waves.,
and the resolute efforts of the discipleen--
He permitted than icrdo their best
without Him, and_to foil, in order that
He might teach them their need of an
entire dependence an Him. Just when
things looked the darkest to them,
Christ walked on the troubled waters of
the sea, and caught His disciples in an
unexpectant attitude. Mistaking Him
for a ghost, the crew was startled at His
appearance and cried out for fear.
Teir Lord speedily calmed their fears
and filled their hearts with joyous hope
by exclaiming: "Be of good cheer; it is
I; be not afraid."
From this note of good cheer we learn
that Christ is able and willing to handle
every emergency that He creates or
that arises in the line of obedience to
His commands. Having told them to go
to sea, it was a certainty that Christ
would take care of them.
Wanting to be with his Lord, Pete
boldly requested Him to command him
to walk to Him on the water. He firmly
believed that whatever the Lord might
command He would enable him to
perform. Knowing that by permitting
him to attempt to walk on the water
Peter would learn some important
lessons, Christ said, "Come." One who
receives this imitation and responds
properly is assured of the presence and
blessing of the Lord. Christ never
assigns a task without providing the
necessary strength for its performance.
At Christ's invitation, Peter stepped
over the side of the boat and started to
walk on the water. As long as he was
occupied with the Saviour and fully
trusting in Him all went well, but when
he became occupied with the wind and
the waves he began to be afraid. When
he began to sink, he cried frantically,
"Lord, save." Instantly, Christ ex-
tended His hand to Peter, caught him,
and kept him from drowning. It was
Christ's laying hold of Peter, and not
Peter's laying hold of Christ, that
rescued him. Man's hand is weak, but
Christ's hand is strong. Observing that
the wind had ceased blowing, and the
seething waters had fallen back to their
level, the disciples were impressed
deeply. Due to their increased faith in
and gratitude to Christ, on account of
what He had done for them, they im-
mediately worshipped Him in sincerity
and truth as the Son of God.
Matthew 15:21-28
When Christ concluded his in-
structions concerning defilement, He
sought seclusion, and a place to pray
and rest, in the area of Tyre and Sidon.
No sooner had He arrived than someone
recognized Him as the Christ. There
Was something about the unconcealable
Christ - His personality, character,
and work which, go where He would,
attracted attention and recognition,
and drew toward Him those who were
in distress. Among these was a woman
of Canaan, whose daughter was a
victim of demoniacal possession, who
identified herself with the need of her
afflicted child and prayed: "Have
mercy on me, 0 Lord, thou son of
David." It was a mother's love, in-
tensified by the suffering of her
daughter, that inspired her prayer.
Christ tried her faith by silence and by
seeming indifference, but she refused
to be deflected from the purpose that
had caused her to seek the aid of Christ.
Believing that Christ could and would
help her, this woman continued to pray.
Putting her to a severe test, Christ
discovered a humble and believing
heart. The strength of her faith evoked
this eulogy from the lios of Christ: "0
woman, great is thy faith: be it unto
thee even as thou wilt." The cure of her
daughter through the power of Christ
was instantaneous and perfect. Great
faith insures great blessings. Christ
rejoices to impart blessings when
Christians sincerely believe, earnestly
pray, and truly mean business.
Business Mirror
THE POOR NAVE HAI) FOOD Si/MPS FOR YEARS.** 11EIZEt TALK 061EL VAMPS" TO EASE -PE RURDEN OF, Funny
EATING A HOME. WELL, WW1 ABOUT US MI ORE-CLASSERS ? WE NEED 14 ELP;TDO,S UCH AS: Fanny Workl-
PSYCHOANALYST STAMPS INCOME TAX STAMPS
11EARTliN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. its purpose is to.
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I applied for Social
Security disability and my claim was
rejected, but I am still not able to work.
Is there anything I can do to get my
Social Security disability? - G. S.
Answer: If a person's initial deter-
mination for any benefit has been
rejected, he has the right to file a
reconsideration of this initial deter-
mination. This reconsideration is
commonly called an appeal.
In order to file a reconsideration, it
must be shown that the determination
will harm the claimant's benefit rights.
The reconsideration must be requested
in writing by the claimant within six
months from the date of mailing notice
of the initial determination. This
request can be made on a special form
available at your local Social Security
office.
The reconsideration process is a
thorough and independent review of the
case. This reconsideration is made by a
member of a different staff from the
one which made the initial deter-
mination. The reconsideration is based
on evidence submitted for the initial
determination plus any new evidence
the claimant may submit which is
pertinent to his or her case.
The claimant also has the right to be
represented by an attorney during the
reconsideration of any Social Security
benefit he feels is due him.
Heartline: When can I start earning
as much as I want to while drawing
Social Security? V. P.
The Price Index
NEW YORK (AP) - Did the Con-
sumer Price Index rise 9.1 per cent or
just 7 per cent in 1975?
Although the difference Is a great
one, you'll find both figures being used,
sometimes for political as well as
economic reasons. Defenders of one
figure sometimes angrily accuse the
others of attempting to distort.
Here are the facts :
In 1974 the CPI closed at 147.7,
meaning it was nearly Ps times the
level of the base period, the year 1967.
One year later it finished the year at
161.2. That's a 9.1 per cent increase.
But, if you measured the change in
prices from December 1974 to
December 1975 you'll get another an-
swer. In 1975, the December index of
161.2 was just 7 points higher than the
154.2 of December 1974.
Distortions of this sort occur when
you have a rising rate in one year and a
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Lodger a Times is
published *wry afternoon •xcepf Sun-
days. July 4. Christmas Doy, New Year's
Day ond Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St Murray,
Ky, 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 47071
SUISCRIPPON RATES In areas soctrod
by corriors. 52 25 per month payable in
otivalitv by moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Nordin, Mayfield, Sodolin
and Farmington. Ky and Par r,
Buchanan and Pury•or Tenn S 15 00
per year by moil to other destrnaHons.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken
lucky Prins Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
falling rate in another, as indeed
happened in 1974 and 1975, respectively.
If you average out all the monthly
increases for 1975 you arrive at a 9.1
point increase, and that is the official
figure that is now in the record books.
The situation might be illustrated
with an unlikely example. Assume that
in one year prices ascended, beginning
with a rise of 1 per cent in January, 2 in
February, and on to a final month
reading of 12.
Add up the monthly figures. You'll
find the total is 78, which you divide by
12, the number of months, to arrive at
an average increase for the year of 6.5.
Now reverse the direction of the
changes. Instead of a rising rate, as in
1974, assume a declining rpte, as in
1975. Begin with a rate of 12 in January
and work down to 1 in December. The
average is, of course, the same.
But, if you measure the final monthly
figures for each year - that is,
measure the change from December to
December - you find an entireh dif-
ferent figure.
In this extreme and unlikely
example, one figure is 11, the other 6.5.
In the real situation, as measured by
the government, the figures are 9.1 and
7.
Which is the correct reading? Again,
the official rate, the one that goes on the
books, is 9.1 per cent. It provides the
better comparison of prices that existed
in each year, considering the year as a
whole.
Answer: On the first day of the month
'in which you torn 72.
Heartline: My wife passed away on
the 25th of November and her
November benefits came, of course, on
December the 3rd. Can I keep that
check? P. E.
Answer: No, that check must go back
to Social Security. If a person does not
live the entire month, the surviving
spouse or family can not keep the
check.
Heartline: I am a 67-year-old widow,
I must do everything for myself. The
Medicare program has me quite con-
fused. I heard from my neighbor that
you have a booklet explaining
Medicare. Can you tell me about this?
C. F. R.
_ Answer: Heartline has indeed
developed a "Guide to Medicare." This
is an easy-to-understand booklet
covering the entire Medicare program.
Included in this booklet is a Medicare
claim form and complete instructions
on how to fill one out.
To order this booklet, send $1.50 to
Heartline's "Guide to Medicare," 8514
N. Main SL, Dayton, Ohio 45415. If you
are not completely satisfied, you may
return it within 30 days and receive a




Dr. James M. Byrn of Murray will
attend the 43rd annual Southeastern
Education CoriVess of Optometry at
Atlanta, Ga., February 19-22.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Elizabeth Churchill, age 55, Hatten
Lewis, age 76, and Alton Lee McClure,
age 68.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Beach will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on February 19.
Billy Mitchell, head football coach at
Louisville Manual High School, has
been named as assistant coach at
Murray Slate College. He will begin his
duties here on March 1.
In Nickel ball Murray High School
beat North Marshall and Morehead
State beat Murray State College.
Bible Thought
Therefore if any man be in Christ;
he is a new creature: old things are
passed away; behold, all things are
become new. II Corinthians 5:17.
Just as the new day gives us a
chance to start anew, so Christ gives
ns the chance for a new life -
forgiveness.
When the sign at the visitor's gate of a
cemetery reads "Enter Here" it is a
perfectly natural reaction to swing your
eyes around and around in frantically
seeking out a companion sign that reads
"Exit The liereli"red Wyoming cowboy who
lives down the road gallops his horse 10
miles and back every morning, the
artist renting the house next door runs a
mile every evening, and at noon the
woman across the road does pushups to
tighten her arm muscles. We don't
perspire in my neighborhood. We
sw
Jeffa'ts! first three months in Kindergarten
had widened his horizons considerably so
his mother thought it might be interesting
to inquire as to his current loyalties.
"Whom do you love the best?" she asked.
Jeff said, "You and Daddy. . . and then my
teacher. . . but in between come a lot of
An actor made up for a role as a priest
met a small girl outside the theater. "Will
you bless me, Father?" the child asked.
"My dear," smiled the actor, "I'm not a
real priest." "Oh," the little girl said.




Mason Evans, Jr. is scheduled to
graduate from reCit;It training at- the
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes,
Murray Hospital Association
released an account today of the
donations received during the past year
which indicates that over $13,000 in
cash, equipment, supplies, and services
have been received so far. Much of the
credit for these gifts goes to the Murray
Hospital Auxiliary, said Karl Warming,
hospital administrator.
The home of Mrs. J. E. James at 306
North Sixth Street burned last night.
Deaths rpeorted include Mrs. Ivey
Coyle, age 67, Harvey Wood, and Mrs.
Lucy Rowlett, age 83.
Mancil James Vinson has been
named as Kentucky Assistant Corn--
Isn't It The Truth
The average citizen often tries to
understand the issues brought out in a
political campaign and he will nearly
always want to cast his vote for the best
man and woman - if such a person
would only run for office.
Understanding Mental Health
How Memory Works
Some people seem to be
able to recite facts and
figures without a moment's
hesitation, Others grope and
complain of their "bad mem-
ory." Probably they worry
more than they should.
The human brain has bil-
lions of cells and lots of stor-
age room for facts How a
person handles the informa-
tion he takes in is the most
important requirement for
having a good memory. By
hooking some new name or
fact or idea onto others al-
ready fully established (a
process psychologists call
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
multiple registration), the
chances are greatly improved
that it will be remembered
when needed.
For example, when a new
person is met, say something
such as "I didn't quite get
your name, would you please
repeat it for me?" Having
heard it a second time, use
the name in conversation as
quickly as possible, and sur-
round it with related facts-
as, Mr. Jones has a farm of
160 acres to which he expects
to retire eventually; me.m-
while, he works at a company
that does industrial advertis-
ing.
Do you have mutual
friends? Shared hobbies?
These "hooks" help Its the
name in your mind, a device
that will work equally well
when applied to any type of
information it is important to
remember.
Tension and fatigue can
make remembering difficult.
A good night's sleep often re-
sults in clear recollection the
next day of some fact impos-
sible to retrieve earlier.
If you are remembering the
kind of things you really need
to remember, don't worn,
about a "poor" memory for
other things. Your mind is
selective and this is good
You focus on-and remember
-what is really important.
Albert Einstein was one of
the world's great scientists, his
mind busy with concepts so
complex the average person
could not follow them at all
Yet he had great trouble re-
membering his home address
in Princeton, N.J. and was
frequently seen asking a
passerby to help him find it.
Let's Stay Well
Radiant Energy Useful In
Diagnosing And Treating Diseases
Fear has been widespread
regarding atomic energy and its
hazard to human life and safety
Since the emicsion of the first
Masse bomb and the tee of the
bomb in World War IL
An inadequate explanation of
the benefits and peaceful umes
nuclear energy may have been
given Sane of Ow appbeations
of nuclear energy are tech-
nically canplicated and can't be
explained in terms which can be
understood by the average per-
son What aw fails to under,-
tend. one may more readily fear.
Radiant energy has brig been
useful in diagnosis and treat-
ment of disease. The net widely
known application is the use of
X-ray e to Madame and treat ear'
tain diseases Another maniple
I radium. which has stood the
Met of time as the preferred
method of treatmere of particu-
lar cancels of the skin and
By F.J.L Blmangame, MD
uterus.
In more recent years, radioac-
tive chemicals (isotopes) have
found wide application in
therapy - for example, In treat-
ing thyroid disease -- and in
diagnosis by way of body or
organ scanning to detect the
health of various organs Such
scanning is not only safe and ac-
curage. but is aim nondisabling
and without significant discuss'
fort to the patient.
Writing recently in the Jour-
nal of the American Medical As-
sociation, Leonard Sagan. MD.,
pointed .out that the health
hazards of nuclear power partk-
ularly plutonium, as used in the
generahm of electrical energy
by *tarn are slight. He added
that the safety records dating
back over 30 years we renew-
ing and that wideapreed hernest
toxicity need not be feared_ Dr.
Sagan oberrved that piuurnurn
is no more dangerous than many
other chemicals which are
=V, used in our society ff
med, plum:ion is no
more dangerous thin mercury
or alcohol.
We need more education and
las propapnda regarding the
benefits and hazards of atomic
energy
Q. Mrs DE. would like to
know if flu can cause heat trou-
ble
A. Inhume * caused by one
or more viruses Viral infectiais
often are bait during the acute
*Me to ow meek'. including
the heart mock This Meet on
our maxim accounts ler much
of oar waking from etch infer
tkina They ma an our pulse
to speed 4, unduly on exercise.
Len comae* the wee may
affect the heart directly, mat-
ing in fast pulse, puler ir
BLisINt.eAMF.
relpdarities or pain Such heart
involvement shotdd receive the
attention of a physician. For-
tunately, time and rest are
musk/ adequase to permit heal-
ing and permanent damage
seldom occurs It is important to
rest and avoid stressing the
heart during the acute stages of
viral infections.
Q Mrs SP expresses concern
over the number 9f elderly pa-
tients now in nursing homes. She
wants to know what propoirtion
of air elderly are in such homes
and what proportion of the
over-e5 oopuLtion is female.
A While a large number of
our elderly are Vi iseglerm in-
stitutions. thee:M.4e
areas of the 4
par ant la the Uellaill0111104er
every tea wan 416 and di* We
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook Is, according
to the stars.
ARUM
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Whether you have little or
much to do. your attitude and
approach to all matters will be
Important — from the start.
Stress your good judgment and
Innate perceptiveness.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) NG'?
When least expected, you
may have to take on some extra
responsibilities, but all the
rewards will be worth it — W
you bindle them well, and
ainiably.
GERUN1
(May 32 to June 21) 24fr
11311"  "LIZ ts*OM they be
bathrooms/de and in order, or
you will run into difficulties. In
general, stick with routine.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 4110
Lai over what is planned
and eliminate completely what
would deter you from doing
things hilly, completely; what
would crowd your schedule
needlessly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444i
In all matters and projects
requiring training and practice,
If you are consistent and
careful, you will gain new ad-
vantages. Just one admonition:
curb aggressiveness.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Ink
ft may take longer than nasal
to put across a proposition or a
point, but you can still get much
socomplished and make a good
impression.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larn
Care needed in both your
budgetary and your domestic
matters. Also, avoid rest-
and changeability. A
day for straight-line thinking
and action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. M tope,. 22) In"V
An --stai day for both
laniuma aid paraona1 inOssists.
EntlIfiljin-bn,11110 maRtild1611- -
oultpr omises, it will be
prdltable in the long run.
sAtrrrAxrus
(Nov 23 to Dec. 21) 316g0
You may be given some extra
responsibilities, but if the end
results seem worthwhile, ac-
cept them — ambitiously. Curb
a tendency toward r'-
CAP/CORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may make a discovery —
both unexpected and profitable.
Your due lies in reading be-
tween the lines, studying the
"fine print."
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 111114
Give a little extra time to
matters which have been
neglected, and remain flexible
In your thinking; but DON'T go
to extremes. Stress your
inherent good sense.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
Be extremely careful to
discriminate between rumor
and fact, not to accept hearsay
as accurate information. Some
deceptive trends prevail.
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by one of the zodiac's
most stimulating con-
figurations. You can excel as
isowszave, in stategnasubip,
the law, the arts. The
Aquarian's flair for en-
tertaintnent is evident even in
I ie home life, and all make
delighthil piety nasts, racon-
teurs. Your courage, in-
dependence and generosity are
outeleneling. You will share
your ands with others, but
often dbatend your an way
with the rseiplesits of your
bounty — and acnknecnonts,
without
Ladies tee shirts make great
toppers for skirts or jeans. In
stripes, pastel solids or dark
prints. Sizes small, medium and
large.
Great prewashed 1'00% cotton
jeans in beautiful assorted co-
lors including camel, rose and
navy, Sizes 8-18.
Features soft, leather-like uppers, cushioned in-
nersole and latest molded wedge bottom. Teen's












,L • 3 SCENTS
YOUR CHOICE:
Has cotton cover with till
of polyester or polyester





i israpiti S"DZ. candy bars: Chu-- 046/
Your choice of 4 kinds
"Nosy'
e 
s«. 4\ ky, Milk chocolate eh...,
„. .......- ky, Goober, bar or
our reg.
1.22
Fresh scents of meadows,
honeysuckle or citrus.
This high', :,rafted timepiece has wood-
en cabine., -.bring balance movement, 31
day winding. Strikes the full hours and






























genic hose. One size fits all.
In beigetone, suntan or taupe-
tone.
411:•,4.












































EIGHTH GINN TEAM — Members of the Wormy Middle School eighth grade girls' temn are
to row, left to right: Kay Russell, Judy Outland, Sally Grotty, Mary Lindsey, Janie Oakley and
Catherine Simmons. Front row, Patti McIntosh, Dana English, Robyn Burke, Janet Cole and Kathy
Owilaad.
North Eighth Graders
Back On Win Track
North Calloway's eighth
grade team snapped a two-
game losing skid Thursday
night by defeating host South-
west Calloway 52-36.
North had a 9-0 record but
lost successive contests to
Murray Middle and Mayfield.
It was the last regular season
contest bf the campaign for
both teams as the County
Tournament is set to begin at
Jeffrey Gymnasium next
Friday night.
Southwest got off to a good
start in the first period and
snapped a 4-4 tie with four
consecutive points to pull out
to an 8-4 lead.
At the end of the first period,
the scrappy Southwest club
led North 11-6.
But in the second frame, the
offensive board . power of
North began to take its toll on
Southwest. And by in-
termission, the hosts found
themselves trailing North 23-
14.
North pulled out to as much
as a 16-point lead in the third
period but Southwest refused
to give up and trailed 35-22
going into the last quarter.
At one point in the last
quarter, Southwest whittled
the North lead down to seven
points but then North exploded
in the last two minutes to pad
the margin of victory.
Keith Edwards fired in 21





copy of The Murray Ledger I
Thais by 5:30 p. or. Meroday•
Friday it by 3:30 p... ea
Seceders ere urged to tail
753-1116 bemire 5:30 p. r.
and 6 p. a.. Merskry-Friday,
or 3:30 p. a. ad 4 p. a.
Seterdays, to Imre delivery
of tie orowspoper. Cab net
Is pieced by 6 p. a. weer-
days or 4 p.s. aturdays to
leareotee delivery.
Smotherman's 18 led South-
west, which celebrated its
Homecoming as Susan Byars
was crowned Basketball
Queen and Jerry Butterworth
was crowned as Basketball
King.
The Southwest eighth
graders fall to 1-8 for the
season.
In the seventh grade game,
Southwest led 74 at the end of
the first period and had the
three-point edge intact at
intermission, 15-12.
Southwest led 22-16 going
into the last period and once in
the fourth quarter, got the
lead up to as much as eight
points.
But in the final seconds,
North rallied back and
trimmed the margin to a mere
point before Southwest got a
basket at the horn.
Marty McCuiston's 11 points
led Southwest while 1 irn
McAlister added 10. For
North, Sibby Colson was the
leading scorer with eight
points.
Seventh Grade
North 4 8 4 11-27
Southwest 7 8 7 8-30
North ( 27 (—Colson 8, Young
6, Coctumm 5, Darnell 4 and
Rogers 4.
Southwest ( 30 )—McAlister
10, McCuiston 11, Colson 4,
Crittenden 3 and Butterworth
2.
Eighth Grade
North 6 17 12 17-52
Southwest 11 3 8 14-36
North ( 52 )—Edwards 21,
Scott 8, Paschall 8, Graham 5,
Lamb 4, Furr 4 and Thorn 2.
Southwest
t 36 1--Smotherrnan 18, rogers
8, Williams 2, Butterworth 2,
Barger 3, Stubblefield 1,
Pittenger 2 and Overby.
Marcis And Waltrip In




( AP) — "I guess you've got
two cheaters in Victory
Lane," Dave Marcis quipped
after he and Darrell Waltrip
won a pair of 125-mile
qualifying races for Sunday's
$350,000 Daytona 500 stock car
classic.
Those two young rising stars
of National Association for
Stock Car Auto Racing Grand
National racing were set down
for rules violations after
posting some of the fastest
times in pole position
qualifying last Sunday.
Officials ruled that the cars
of Marcis, Waltrip, A.J. Foyt
and Bruce Hill were speeded
up by "non-approved"
equipment. They had to make
changes, requalify and start




17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 12. There are major changes in
the tax laws that could affect your
return. Our people are specially trained
to help you take advantage of these
new laws. Well do our best to make
sure you pay the right amount of tax.
No more, no less.
HaiR BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
7334204
















































"It didn't hurt Dave and me
much as it turned out,"
Waltrip said. "We just lost a
position or two for Sunday.




and lasted only nine laps, will
start in 31st place. As fastest
on Sunday, at 187.477 miles per
hour, he would have been on
the pole and $5,000 richer if his
speed had not been
disallowed.
Hill's Chevrolet made only
four laps in the qualifier and
he'll start 33rd.
The Dotards Dodge and
Waltrip Chevrolet will start in
the second row behind new
faces Ramo Stott and Terry
Ryan in a pair of Chevrolets.
Stott and Ryan, whose cars
were legal, inherited the in-
side and outside pole because
of the three disallowed speeds.
Stott's car malfunctioned at
the start of the first 125-miler
and made only 35 of the 50
laps. Ryan was competitive
and finished third behind
Waltrip and Richard Petty's
Dodge in the second qualifying
event.
Speed Weeks attention
turned today to the windup of
the International Race of
Champions series with Foyt
favored to take the $50,000
winner's prize. After three
previous races in Michigan
and California, Foyt leads the
nine top drivers chosen from
Formula I. NASCAR and
Indianapolis type cars.
Foyt, with 31 points, needed
only to finsh sixth or better to
win the series. Bobby Allison
with 25 points and Mario
Andretti with 23 are the only
ones who could beat him.
A 200-mile race around the
3.84-mile road course for NAS-
CAR modified stock cars also
was on today's program. A
300-mile event for NASCAR
Late Model Sportsman stock
cars will be run Saturday as a
buildup for Sunday's richest
stock car race ever hin.
A favorable weather
forecast is expected to draw
more than 110,000 for Sunday's
events.
Mittermaier Loses In Quest





edged Rosi Mittermaier by 12-
hundredths of a second, en-
ding the West German's bid
for an unprecedented sweep of
the three women's Alpine
skiing events. And the United
States, blanked through the
first three events of the day,
waited in expectation of a gold
medal performance by
Dorothy Hamill tonight at the
12th Winter Olympics.
Miss Hamill, the 19-year-old
from Riverside, Conn., took a
commanding lead over
Dianne de Leeuw, a
Californian skating for The
Netherlands, into tonight's
final leg of the figure skating
— the freestyle.
Jan Egil Storholt of Norway
won the gold medal in the
1,500-meter speed skating and
the Soviet Union picked up a
gold in the 30-kilometer t 18.6
miles) biathlon relay as these
Games moved through the
next-to-last full day of com-
petition.
Also scheduled for today
were the first two of four runs
in the four-man bobsled event
and three Group B hockey
games.
With only the figure skating
remaining among the Nulls on
today's schedule, the Soviet
Union led the medal standings
with 12 gold and 26 total
medals, followed by East
Germany with six gold and 15
medals over-all.
The United States was third
with two golds and a total of
nine, three short of its all-time
total of 12 won in 1932 at Lake
Placid, N.Y. Prospects for
breaking that record dimmed
considerably today when
Americans failed to crack the
top three in the day's first
three events.
Dan Carroll's fifth-place
finish in the 1,500 and Lindy
Cochran's 13th in the giant
slalom were the top American
finishes.
Miss ICreiner, who hadn't
WHOOPS — Joe Betterworth (10) of the Southwest sight
grade teem was driving for the basket on a faataratik bat to*
denly lost tit* hell as Gay Fun (40) of North 'etpoi It away.
North defeated Southwest 52-36.
NIGH OFF THE FLOOR — Terry Paschall (44) of the North
eighth grade teems goes high off the floor for this rebound. In
the picture for Southwest are Joe Ilattorworth (le) and Kevin
Williams (22).
Hayes Back In Action
And Bullets Win Game
By The Associated Press
After playing the role of a
reserve for nearly a month,
Elvin Hayes finally got to
start for the Washington
Bullets — and it was no strain.
Better yet, it was no pain
Hayes, who had missed two
games and played only parts
of seven others because of a
ligament strain he suffered on
Jan. 20, had no apparent
discomfort while helping to
deal the Portland Trail
Blazers a 92-81 loss Thursday
night,
"I felt like 100 percent,"
said Hayes after scoring 24
points in the National
Basketball Association game
Hayes also finished as the
Bullets' top rebounder with 16
and blocked three shots.
Hayes scored 12 of his
gamehigh point total in the
third quarter to help the
Bullets pull away. With Hayes
showing the way, the Bullets
increased their 46-40 halftime
lead In a 76-57 advantage at
the end of the third period.
Cavaliers 86, Bulls 83
Reserves Campy Russell
and Foots Walker rallied
Cleveland in the second period
and the Cavaliers went on to
beat Chicago. Jimmy
Cleamons, who led the
Cavaliers with 17 points, hit
one of two free throws vrith 34
seconds left to make it 86-83.
Then Jack Mann missed a
Jumper for the Bulls with 25
seconds to go and Nate
Thurmond came down with
the rebound, icing it for
Cleveland.
Warriors 113, Hawks 164
Jamaal Wilkes scored 34
points, his NBA career high,
ss Golden State beat Atlanta.
John brew, who scored 33
points for Atlanta, fouled Phil
-4011th with 3:01 ieft in the
game. Smith made the free
throw to send the Warriors
ahead, 100-99, then Golden
State scored seven straight
points to pull ahead by eight. 3
won a big race since 1974,
flashed down the icy trail over
the Hoadl Mountain course
with its 49 gates in 1 minute
29.13 seconds to give Canada
its first gold of these Games.
Miss Mittermaier took the
silver in 1:29.25 and Daniele
Debernard of France won the
bronze in 1: 29.95.
Miss Mittermaier, the
personable 25-year-old
veteran of the European ski
wars, lost her chance to
become the first woman ever
to capture the three Alpine ski
events. She won the downhill
Sunday and the slalom
Wednesday. Only two men
have ever won the triple, Toni
Sailer of Austria in 1956 and
Jean-Claude Killy of France in
1968.
"There were a lot of people
here who may have expected
me to win three gold medals,
but I am very happy with to
golds and a silver," said Miss
Mittermaier. "I had not
expected anything like this
before the Olympics."
Asked if she had regrets
about depriving the popular
Miss Mittermaier of her third
gold, Miss Kreuter said: "No
regets at all. I think there was
some room in there for me."
Miss Cochran, 22, of
Richmond, Vt., completed her
12th place run in 1:31.33. Mary
was 17th in 1:31.58. Cindy,
Nelson, 20, of Lutsen, Minn.,
the bronze medalist in the
downhill and considered the
top U.S. hope for a medal in
the giant slalom, wound up a
disappointing 21st in 1:32.02.
Leslie Smith, 17, of Killington,
Vt., rounded out the American
contingent in 27th place in
-1:34.54.
Storbolt, giving Norway its
second gold of the Games, won
the 1,500 in Olympic record
Lime of 1 minute 59.38 seconds.
Yuri Kondakov of the Soviet
Union was second in 1:59.95
and Hans Van Heiden of The
Netherlands was third in
2:00.87. -
Carroll, the 31-year-old
veteran from St. Louis, was
fifth in 2:02.26. Eric Heiden,
17, of Madison, Wis., came in
seventh in 2:02.40 and Michael
Woods, 23, of South
Milwaukee, Wis., finished 23rd
In 2:08.77.
Peter Mueller, who won a
gold Thursday at 1,000 meters,
was scheduled to go in the last
pairing in the race but pulled
out with what a U.S. official
called an emotional letdown.
Dan Immerfall, who took a
bronze in the 500 Tuesday, was
not entered.
Heiden was entered in this
race because Charles
Gilmore, of Anaheim, Calif.,
withdrew during the recent
qualifying controversy,
saying Heiden was better in
the 1,500.
Heiden said he was pleased
with his seventh. "I was happy
I did as well as I did," he said.
"If it had not been so windy I







being interviewed today for
commissioner of the Ohio
Valley Conference and the
new commissioner may be
announced Sunday.
The six reportedly are:
Bill Linson, assistant
commissioner of the Mid-
American Conference.
Frank Merritt, athletic
director at the Air Force
Academy.
Johnny Miller, assistant
executive secretary of the
Tennessee Secondary School
Athletic Association.
Chuck Mills, Wake Forest
University football coach.
Richard Robinson, national
director of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce of
America.




Culp confirmed today's in-
terview session but said no
further statement would be
tssued.'
The new commissioner will
succeed Paul Dietsek-who will
become Athletic difector at
Indiana tInivera,ty this
summer.
In the biathlon relay, an
event which combines cross
country skiing and
markmanship, the Soviet
quartet of Alelcasuidr Elizarov,
Ivan Biakov, Nikolay Kruglov
and Alelcsandr Tihonov toured
the course in 1 hour 57 minutes
55.64 seconds. Finland took the
silver in 2:01:45.58 and East
Germany, edging West
Germany by a scant two
meters, was third in
2:04:08.61.
The US. team of Lyle
Nelson, 27, of Boise, Idaho,
Dennis Donahue, 31, of
Worcester, Vt., John Morton,
21, of Anchorage, Alaska, and
Peter Dascoulias, 26, of Tilton,
N.H., finished 11th. Nelson
skied the first leg and, despite
a fall, had the U.S. in second
place; but his teammates
quickly dropped back in the
field.
Miss Hamill has built a
comfortable lead over Miss de
Leeuw through the first half of
the figure skating --; the
compulsories and the short
program — generally con-
sidered the weakest part of
her routine. She is rated the
best female freestyle skater in
the world and needs only a
passable performance tonight
to become America's fourth
woman figure skating gold
medalist, following in the
graceful paths of Peggy
Fleming in 1968, Carol Heiss in.
1960 and Tenley Albright in
1956.
UP FOR TWO — Kelly Rogers of Itio North Sever* grade
tom goes op for a pair of points while Stanley Colson (20) of
Southwest watches the piny. The Southwest seventh graders
'deed North 30-27 literals), night.
1976 Oldsmobile Delta Royal, 3,400 miles,
$1,200 discount.
1971 Ford Wagon, power and air.
1968 Oldmobile Cutlass, 4 door, power and
air.
1966 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 4 door,
hard top, 46,000 actual miles.
1959 Chevrolet Pick Up
111
ii
Highest Prices On Trade-Ins
Good Used Cars Needed
"Service Is Our Motto"
•
PURDOM
Olds • Pciatioc • Cadillac
"latiellerl Customers Are Orr
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SEVENTH GRADE TEAM - Members of the Murray Middle Scheel seventh grade basketball
team are top row, left to right: Laurie Marion, Tonya Alexander, Jana Washer, Mary Hine and
Christine Spann. Front row, Tammy Campbel, Candy lockson, Natalie Garfield and Tina Burins.
Bartow Claims Bruins
Starting To Hit Peak
By The Associated Press
Here's bad - and familiar
- news for seven teams in the
Pacifc-8:
"We're starting to peak,"
said Gene Bartow.
George Raveling said, "The
people who have been
criticizing Gene Bartow and
the Bruins are going to have to
eat crow when the season is
done."
Raveling had just watched
Bartow's UCLA Bruins
dismantle his Washinigton
State basketball team 104-78
Thursday night, and he was
duly impressed. °
So was Bartow, who
frequently this season has
shown displeasure with the
play of his sixth-ranked
Bruins, who upped their
record to 18-3.
We played our best 10
minutes of the year in the first
half," Bartow said after the
Wins had built their con-
ference-leading mark to 7-1.
Marques Johnson, who
scored 19 points to lead the
Bruins against Washington
State, echoed his coach's
comments.
"Since the Notre Dame and
USC games we've played very
well," Johnson remarked,
and I knew it would come."
The Bruins used a balanced
scoring attack to whip the
Cougars, with Andre
McCarter chipping in 13
points, and Richard




























639 S. 4th St
1hp Phcte 753-9868
meet the Bruins in Pauley
Pavilion Saturday afternoon,
lurk just a game back of
UCLA in the Pac-8 standings,
and have an impressive 19-2
record in all games.
Thursday night, Washington
bombed hapless Southern Cal,
which has yet to win a con-
ference game, 93-75.
Seven-foot center James
Edwards poured in 20 points to
spark the Washington victory,
and teammates Kim Stewart
and Ken Lombard added 15
points each.
Elsewhere in college
basketball, Al Weston and Joe
Whelton combined for 50
points to lead the University of
Connecticut to an 86-79 victory
over Lafayette in the opener of
a doubleheader at Madison
Square Garden. In the second
game, South Carolina whipped
Fordham 75-65 as Jackie
Gilloon keyed an 11-point run
at the start of the second half.
Ken Harris scored - the
winning three-point play with
26 seconds remaining, and
Drake snapped a seven-game
losing streak by defeating
Bradley 96-94 in Missouri
Valley Conference action.
Edmond Lawrence scored
six of his 19 points in the
second overtime period to give
McNeese State an 87-78
Southland Conference victory
over Arkansas State.
Mike Glenn scored 19 points
to lead Southern Illinois to a
66-57 Missouri Valley Con-
ference victory over West
Texas State. The victory tied
SIU for the MVC lead with
Wichita State.
Luckier Golfers
NORWALIC, Conn. (AP) -
Golfers were either better or
just luckier in 1975 than the
year before. There were 25,372
aces made during 1975, an
increase of almost 1,000 over
1974's tete, GMT Digest
reports in its March fiVue.
Margaret Simmons: One Who
Knows What She Teaches
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger &Times Sports Writer
"Good morning, how's
everything with you this
morning?"
"Oh, Tooter has the chickie
pox.,,
"Well I'm very sorry to hear
that. Can we start the in-
terview now?"
"Of course, What would you
like to know?"
"Just all (he outstanding,
remarkable, interesting
events that have taken place
In your lifetime."
"0. K. I was born in Ohio.
My mother and father were
my parents..."
Margaret Parker Simmons,
this is your life.
Margaret Simmons is a
remarkable person. As
women's track coach at
Murray State University, Mrs.
Simmons should be singled out
and recognized for her
dedication and outstanding
acheivements that have been
accomplished.
Through her warmth,
humor and sensitivity, she has
created motivation not only in
her track team, but to every
person she comes in contact
with.
Hailing from Oberlin, Ohio,
Mrs. Simmons attended
Firelands High School.
"Excuse me, but did you
know that Oberlin, Ohio, is the
site of the first coed college in
the U.S.?"
Anyway, while at Firelands,
Mrs. Simmons participated on
both the track team and the
softball team. In 1956, her high
school track team won the
conference championship.
That same year, the entire
team traveled to Philadelphia
to try and qualify for the 1965
Olympics. They were
eliminated in the first meet.
Mrs. Simmon's most out-
standing accomplishment
came in 1958 during her senior
year. At that time, the highest
championship that a high
school track athlete could
reach was at the County
Championship.
SPORTS
( N11 ‘1 1,1:111,1.11t .+)
Four-Leaf Clover Proves To
Be Luck For Snead In Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SAN DIEGO, Calif. ( AP) -
"You might say," observed
broadly-grinning J.C. Snead,
"it was a matter of luck."
The luck - which led to a
seven-under-par 65 and the
first-round lead in the $180,000
Andy Williams-San Diego
Open Golf Tournament -
made its appearance
moments after Snead plucked
a four-leaf clover out of the




By The A ssoc rat ed Press
EAST,
Connec'icui 86, Lafaye re 79
Niagara 63, 5' Fran., N.Y. 55
Soul, Carolina 75, Ford ha m
65
Trin i,y 84, Merchan. Marine
re
Wesleyan 103, New Palm 96
SOUTH
Alabama S. 97, MO-ris Brown
91
Florida S. 109, Illinois S II
Furman 97, Richmond /5
Ken.ucky S. 72, N Keniucky
S. 63
S e.so n 136, Sambrd 69
Tenn. S lt 83, Alabama A&M
11, OT
UT -Ch a 'snoop 100, Tenn.
Wesleyan 86
W V irg i n ia S' 117, Salem 99
MIDWEST
De.roii 104, Cleveland S. 72
Drake 96, Brad ley 94
W is-Green Boy 63, P4 MIch-
igen 53
Nortern 62, Dako a ST 51
So I Kin els 86, W TetOS S.: 57
$OU TOM EST
Abilene Christian XI, Tarte* n
53
Lamar 86, Texas-Art ingion 13
Pan American 67, Texas A &I
61
FAR WEST
Pacific 68. San Diego S' 62
Por land S 17. Por land Si,
CET
UCLA 104, Wash ingion




mockserious Snead, "it ain't
that I'm superstitious or
anything like that. But if
keep it in my pocket I might
lose it. I think I'll eat it. l'hat
way it can't get away."
Immediately after finding
the lucky clover Thursday,
Snead saved par from a
terrible lie in the bunker -
had no shot at all; I was
looking at six," he said -
missed by a scant inch of
holing another sand shot on
the next hole and then dropped
a 148-yard eight iron shot for
an eagle two on the next hole.
"That's the first time I've
ever holed out a full shot on
the tour," he said, grinned
again and added: "Luck."
Snead, a raw-boned, rangy
nephew of the famed Sam
Snead and the defending




Crampton, rookie Jerry Pate
and Curtis Sifford, tied at 66.
The group at 67 included
Hale Irwin, Bob Dickson,
Mike Morley and Tom Kite.
Morley, Kite and Dickson
played the tougher, 7,047-yard
north course at the Torrey
Pines Country Club. The rest
of the leaders were at the
6,667-yard south course. The
players shift courses for the
second round, then play the
final two rounds exclusively
on the south.
Scores were exceptionally
low in the bright sunshine that
brought relief from 'a week-
long storm. The courses,
deluged with more than five
inches of rain in the last seven
days, were still wet and heavy
and dotted with puddles of
casual water, however, and
players were allowed to lift,
clean and place the ball in the
fairway.
"I'd say it's worth at least
two shots a round, being able
to get your hands on it and run
with it," Snead said.
But Lee Trevino had to work
hard for a 71, Billy Casper shot
72 and British Open champ
Tom Watson could do no
better than 70.
Jack Nicklaus and Johnn
Miller are not competing.
Moved Up
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns today
elevated longtime defensive
line coach Dick Modzelewski




Head Coach Forrest Gregg
said Modzelewski, a star
defensive lineman in the
National Football League for
13 years, will continue to
direct the defensive line as
well as taking the lead in
overall defensive planning.
Modzelewski, who spent
most of his playing career
with the New York Giants
before coming to Cleveland in
1966, retired as a player in
1966. He scouted for one year
before joining the Browns'
staff under then head coach
Blanton Collier.
BOWLING
TOWSON, Md. - Joey
Berardi held a three-pin lead
over Curt Schmidt after the
first round of match play in
the $70,000 Fairlanes Open
Bowling Tournament.
Nancy Teel
Mrs. Simmons not only
reached the Lorain County
Field Day, but carried home
the Gold Shoe Award for
winning the most points. She
won the 75-yard.4ath, the 50-
yard-dash, and the broad
jump.
After graduating from high
school, Mrs. Simmons joined
the Cleveland AAU Track
Club.
While on this squad, she
traveled to the AAU National
Championships in
Morristown, New Jersey.
-We placed second in the
nation in the 300 yard relay,"
bubbled Simmons. "We got
beat by a great team from
Cuba."
Margaret entered Ashland
College in 1958. Although the
college had no athletic
program, she still par-
ticipated with the Cleveland
club.
Upon completion of college,
Mrs. Simmons returned to
Firelands High School and
taught for two years. In those
two years, she coached both
the track and softball teams to
the conference championship.
In 1964, Margaret went to
Kent State for her master's
degree. In her second year
there, she was the prime
organizer of the first women's
track program.
Then, in 1966, Mrs. Simmons
came to Murray State
University. In her first year,
she tried to organize a track
program.
"I started with six girls; we
paid our own way. Our first
meet was the Dogwood Relays
and we got killed."
In the spring of 1967, Mrs.
Simmons wrote the ad-
ministration asking for
financial support for the
women's track program. $1000
Racer Women Blitzed
By Southern Illinois
The lady Racers- suffered
their fifth straight loss last
night as they were pounded 58-
29 by a strong Southern Illinois
University.
Getting into their uniforms
was as close as the Ladies got
into the game as they found







Crawford Shell ........54 X
Smith Poultry . ...... 49 31
Steely & Clark Con' . 48 34
Complete Auto Repau 41 X
Murray Fed. Savings & Loans 40 40
Astro Car Wash . 39 41
D.& D. Body Shop .. 37 43
Roberta Realty 36 44
Shoemaker Seed Co 35 45
McCuidon Auto Electnc . 35 45
Burger Queen 34 48
Corvette Lanes 34 *
MO Team Gone (3D)
Roberts Realty .
Steely & Clark Cos 
Astro Car Week 517
' ItIgh ?eon Gone (Mt)
Roberts Reeky 814
Steely & Clark Con 798
Astro Car Wash 786
High Teem Series (SC)
Steely & Clark Con Ins
McCuiston Auto Electric  1643
Astro Car Wash 1635
Hip Team Series (BC)
Steely & Clark coo 
NeCuiston Auto Electric  2279
Roberts Realty 2241
High Ind. Game (SC)
sondra Rice 197
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"We looked just terrible,''
said Coach Dew Drop Rowlett.
"We looked as if we had never
had a practice."
Beverly Parrish and Vickie
Dillingham led the Lady
Racers in scoring with a
meager eight points.
Jean Winkler led SIU with a
game-high 18 points. Pat
Berryhill added 14, 12 of which
came in the first half.
MSU drops to 8-11 for the
season.
Tonight the Lady Racers
host a powerful Illinois State
team. Illinois State is the
number one team in the state
and is expected to finish top in
the region.
"I hope we can shake this
cold spell cause Illinois State
will be playing some good
basketball," commented
Coach Rowlett.
Game time will be at 5:15




Murray 1,29 )-Sindy Macovik
6, Parrish 8, Maddix 3,
Dillingham 8, Sandy Macovik
2, Leimbach 2, Hayes and
Stokely.
SIU ( 58 )--Vondrasek 2,
Meyer 3, Foley 6, Berryhill 14,
Schaeffer 6, Kelly 5, Burgard
4, Winllter 18, and Hoffman.
TENNIS
TORONTO - Top-seeded
Bjorn Borg beat Vijay
Armitraj for the first time in
his career 6-3, 6-4 to gain a
semifinal berth in the $64,000
men's tennis tournament.
LAGOS, Nigeria - Dick
Stockton of New York cap-




Awopegba of Nigeria 8-2,6-2.
was given to be divided
equally between the tennis
and track teams. At that time,
MSU was one of the first, if not
the first Kentucky universities
to receive financial support
for women's athletics.
"1 remember Nita and I
made that money stretch to
the outer limits." ( Nita Head
is the women's tennis coach)
"I got six or seven former
high school state track
champions the following year
and we literally wiped
everyone out."
In 1969, Mrs. Simmons took
that same great team to the
National DGWS Track
Championship and placed
ninth in the nation.
"But my biggest thrill came
in 1970 when Carla Coffey
went to the National DGWS
Meet and won the 100-meter
hurdles."
Carla went on to place
second in the 200-meter
hurdles and seventh in the
long jump to singularly place
Murray eighth in the nation!
In 1974, the first Kentucky
Intercollegiate State Track
Meet was held in Murray
finding the Murray squad
winning convincingly.
"The funny thing about it
was that those girls didn't
have all that much talent.
They won on hard work and
sheer determination."
Another feather to add to
Coach Sinunon's cap is the
fact that her track club has
never lost in a dual meet. And
until last year, they had never
lost to a Kentucky team in any
type of match. That loss was
at the hands of the University
of Kentucky.
Remarkable.
Mrs. Simmons is an in-
structor in the department of
recreation and physical
education at MSU. She is
married to Tom "Doc"
Simmons, who is the MSU
athletic trainer. They have
two children, Mary Jo, 7, and
Mark "Tooter", 31s.
-Gosh Mrs. Simmons, you
sure are something."
"Oh shucks, it's nothing.
Wanna see the chickie pox on
Tooter's tongue?"
"UGH."
KING AND QUEEN - Same Byers, daughter of Mr. sad Mrs.
Walter Ryan, was named as Basketball Queen at Southwest
Melo Jerry Ihrttarwartie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Betterwortio,
was pawed as Basketball lUng at Homecoming ceremonies
Thursday.
Steel Phew by Mike liremise




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Final Sole
Ladies'
Fall And Winter Shoes
$500




AN Soles Final No Refunds No Exchanges





























Feb 19 Feb 20
4:20 Si2o on 
4:25 Afternoon
Devotional

















• 6:00 Across the
Fence
Across the Berlin's A
Fence Hit

























1. Clell Peterson, Birds of Western Kentucky
2. MSU Speech and Theatre
3. MSU Artist
1. The-College of Industry and Technology
2. Book Review
3. Foreign Student of the Week
1. Dr. Howard Newell, MSU Economist
2. Dr. Roy Hatton, History in Perspective
3. Juanita Lynn with flower arranging
4. Weekly Shopping Basket
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. Dr. Ruth Cole, MSU Nursing Department
3. ,High School Sports
4. Pet of the week
1. Margaret Trevathan, Library Corner
2. The Rev. Bill Hart




Pure Prairie League's latest
album, "If The Shoe Fits" on
the RCA Victor label may be
considered a tight squeeze,
-"The album is above average,
b'however it is not a smash hit
%Is compared to their second
-'01burn, "Bustin' Out." There
are some excellent cuts on the
album.
Our favorte is the famous
Buddy Holly hits of the fifties,
-"That'll be the Day." The















-Aren't You Mine" is
another good cut that appeals
to us. This one could easily
pass for a pure country tune
for a country group or country
radio station.
Other cuts on the album
which were considered ex-
cellent are "Lucille
Crawford," "Goin' Home,"
and "Sun Shone Brightly."
Even though the Prairie
League's new album is a little
slow in places, John David
Call on the steel guitar and
Larry Goshorn on lead
guitar comes on strong on
nearly all the cuts.
CONCERT NOTES
Pure Prairie League will
appear here in Murray at the
Murray State Fieldhouse on
Tuesday, Feb. 17, at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $4.00 and $5.00 for
students and general ad-
mission respectively.
Tickets can be obtained at
Chuck's Music Center, the
Murray State Student Union
Building, and Mama Nature.
The six members of Pure
Prairie League are from the
Kentucky area. Their music is
considered to be progressive
country rock and have had





Give them a tape
or album
From









1:00-M•fropo8 tan opera: "La
Tra v la ta" (Verdi)
4:30-International Concert
Hall: Yugoslav Chamber
Orchestra of shooie per-
forms.
6:30-From the Record Library










Noon-States of the Union:
"California"
1-2-Folk Music I. Bernstein:
"Journey to the Middle




Picking Festival (pt. 2)"
4:30-Our Heritage, Our
S5:00-The Goon Show: '?feh:
Flea"
5:30-Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand




Stravinsky, & Varese. Piano










the Line" Guest: Sen. Lb yd
Bentsen
7:00-NPR Reci'al HaIr Igor




Prokof iev, and Paganini.
WED. FEB. le
9,30-National Town Mee, ing
"Have You Been To Church
Lady?" Guests: Sen Mark











7-9-Frorn 'he Record Library






the Line" Guest: Sen. Birch
Bayh.
7 00-Converse, ion with Dr.
Currls
7 30-91.3 Live (s•ugent
produced)







in'ervIew with Nguyen Cao










9:30- Pow erli ne
1012:30-World of Mtsic
12:30-Me'ropol an Of:era . "Le
None di Figaro" (Mow r )
4:30- I n !erne gone I Concert
Hall: Selections by Cara,
Obrecht, Szemoluly,
Venosa, Pales•rin a,
Zielenski, Handel, Bach, arid
Boccherin i, performed by
















Noon-Sates of -he Union:
"Minnesota"
1-2-Folk Music & Bernstein:
"Crime & Punishment (p1,
1)"; songs of crimes, punish.






4:33-Our Herilaw, Our Hopes
5:00-The Goal Shcw ht
Moan Show"
5:30-Voices in 'he Wind with
Oar Brand
6:30-Music & the Spoken Word
74-N . Y . Philharmonic Pierre
Boulez conducts selecionS
by Schumann, S . rausS,







8:00 -;'Channel 6 - "Old
Yeller", the drama of a
frontier family and their
dog. Runs 2 hrs.
MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES




Bond, 007, Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Unwed Father". A teen-
age boys battle to gain
custody of his illegitimate
baby is the story in this
drama. Runs 1 hr. 40 min.
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"How the West Was Won."
Spencer Tracy is narrator
for this western, which tells
the story of frontier life
through the eyes of one
family of settlers. Runs 1




10:30- Channel 3 - "Who
Is The Black Dahlia?", a
crime drama which has
basis in an actual
Hollywood murder. Stars
Lucie Arnaz, Efrem
Zimbalist, Jr. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"How The West Was Won",
part II. Runs 1 hr. 55 nun.
THURSDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 6 -
"James Dean", the story
by William Bast, of his
friendship with the late film
star Dean. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Grand Prix", the story of
four men who took part in
the World Driver's




8:00- Channel 3 - "Little
Fauss and Big Halsy", the
drama of a pair of
motorcycle racers who
roam the southwest. Stars
Robert Redford, Michael
Pollard. Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Shaft", a crime drama of
the kidnapping of the
daughter of a Harlem
narcotics king. Runs 2 hrs.
11:40 - Channel 3 -
"Show Business". Eddie
Cantor, George Murphy,
Constance Moore star in




12:00 Noon - Channel 3 -
Pro Bowling: $70,000 Fair
Lanes Open
1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
College Basketball: SW vs.
Wichita Kansas
1:30 p.m. -- Channel 3 -
Olympics: Live telecast of
an ice-hockey game
2:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Challenge of the Sexes:
Bowling; pocket billiards
3:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
College Basketball:
Maryland vs. Clemson
3:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Sports Spectacular:
Westminster Dog Show
4:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -.-
Wide World of Sports: All,
Cosell and boxing
highlights
4:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Golf: Andy Williams San
Diego Open






12:00 Noon-- Channel 12 --
Auto Racing: Daytona 500
Al Smith, host of CUM- 
stock car race 
Ch12:30 p.m. - annel 3 -
MENT ON KENTUCKY, and '
Olympics: last day's action
four Western Kentucky news NBA Basketball: Lakers
1.00 p.m. -- Channel 12 -
legislation on Western Ken- 
vs. BulletsJournalists discuss the
to Daytona










Channel 3legislatrure and the Potential 500
--
impact of this week's
tock car race
Educational Television - se
s
(KET).
Walt A rppe son, Murray '::li°ghliigi hiS
Wide World of Sports: All,
3.30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
p.m. - Channel 12 --
and boxing
8 p.m. (CST), on Kentucky
_Ledger & Times, Don ,,,----1-3L:f3
Stringer, Perk City Daily umli''' 
Open
Andy Williams San
News, Bowling Green; Jo „,41° p.m. 
-- Channel 3 --
nic last day's actionWestpheling, Hickman 
Olympics: 
 Channel- El -
Courier, Hickman; and, wait 
600 p.m. -  3.
Olympics: last day's actionDear, The Gleanor, new
8.00 p.m. -- Channel 3 --derson, meet in Western .OlyMpics: last day's actionKentucky University's studio FRIDAY SPORTSto discuss the news behind the pas® .m. - Channel 12 -headlines made by Kenturk ' •
legislature this week. Y5 
BoXiflg: All vs. Coopman




5.46 Weigher 6:00 Sunrise Sem. 7:00 Hong Kong 6:30 Gasp. Hr 6:30 Sunrise








6:36 Fence9"- 7:30 Plugs Bun. 8:25 Schoolhouse 8:30 FrigManatein 8:30 So3oby
7:00 EmenilencY 8:30 Scooby Doo 8:30 Loa Sew, 9:00 Gilliam 9:00 Shazam
7.30 Josie 9:00 Shazam 9:00 Galigen 0:30 °collie 10:00 Far Out
8:00W. Kitty 10:00 Far Out 9:25 Schoolhouse 10:00 Spd. Bug. 10:30 Ghost Bus,
8:30 P. Panther 10:30 Ghost Bust. 8:30 Grcovi* 10:30 Soul Train 11:00 Dinosaurs9:00 Land Loa 11:03 Dinosaurs 9:55 Schoolhouse 11:30 A. Bandstand 11:30 Fat Albert
9-30 Run Joe 11:30 Fat Albert 10:00 Spd. Bug. 12:00 Pro Bowlers 12:00 Film Fest.
10:00 Apes 12:00 Children's Fest, 10:30 Odd Bali 1:30 Olympics 12:30 What'; About
10:30 Westwind 12:30 Loch Ness 11:00 A. Bandsta • 4:00 Sports 1:30 Assignment 6
11:00 Jetsons 1:30 Ozark 12:00 Pro BOV411011 5:30 Olympics 2:00 News Conf.
11:33 Gol 2:30 CBS Sports 1:30 Olympics *00 T. Armstrong 2:30 L. Renew'
12:00 RFD
12:30 F•ncepost







8:00 Rego. nal News
. 6:00 L. Welk 8:00 Olympics I 6:00 Sea Hew
3:00 Basketball 5:30 News 7:00 Anything 10:00 Adam 12 7:00 Jefferions
5:00 Spirit '76 6:00 Hes Vow 800 Olympics 10:30 venciv/Ky. Ba0 7:30 Dcsc5:30 News 7:00 Jeffenons 10:00 ABC News 12:30 PTL Club 8:00 MX. Moore
6:00 News Base 7:30 Doc 10:30 sammy 2:30 T.N.T. 8:30 B. Newhart
8:30 Accent 8:01) M.T. Moors 9:00C. Burnett
7:00 Co. Coyote 8'36 6. Nen hart 10:00 News
8:00 Movie 9:00 C. Burnett 10:30 Ironside
10:00 News 10:00 Reports 11:30 Wrintling
10:30 Saturday Nt. 10:30 Gunemoke 12:00 Theatre
12:00 F . Squad 11:30 Neetlyi". 1: 3:3 Eyewitness12:00 With Ring
•
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 15, 1976 SCHEDULE
_








6:30 Montage 6:00 C knew 7:00 Music CitY 530 Bible Ch. 5:00 Sunrise
7.00 Veg. Soup 6:30 News 7:33 Discovery 7:00 Worship 7:00 Your Church
7:30 Gov. Sing. 7:00 Dimension 8:00 J. Robison 7.30 J. Sweggert 7:30 Jubiiee
8.30 Pad. Dev. 7:30 Herald 8:300. Roberts 8:00 Ames. Grace 8:00 Tipton
915 Hamilton 8:00 Archie 9:00 Go. Hr. 8:303 Stooges 8:30 Robison
930 Golfo. Hr. 830 Globetrotters 10:00 These Days 9:30 R. Humbard 9:00 Good Newts
10:00 Chrgd. Lys, 9:00 Sept. Church 10:30 Make Wish 10:30 B. Ch. 9:30 Roberts











12:00 Grandstand 11:30 CBS News Spc. 1200 Daytona 500 2:30 Daytona 500 11:30 L. Kelly
12:30 Tennis 12:3O PA Forum 12:30 Olympics 3:30 L.Welk 12:00 R. Skinrar
2:30 Grandstand 1:03 BAsketball 2:30 Dayton* 500 4:30 Olympics 12:30 Beeketbell
3:00 Changing T 3:30 Andy W. Golf 3:30 World Sports 5:30W. Kingdom *00 Outdoors











5:00 News 7:00 sormy/ct„, 7:006 Mil. S Men 10:00 C. Camera 5:30 News
5:30 News Koji* 8:00 
















10:30 Reports1130 Felony Sg. 11:00 8. Jones
12:00 Wrestling
•
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Met Cams
WPS0-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WTVF-5
6:25 A. Smith 6:00 Sunrise 7:00 Good Morning 6:00 Am Americo 5:15 C. Journal
6:54 Pastor Spit. 6:30 Breakfast 9:00700 Club 7:00 Bozo, 6:30 C. Tipton
7:00 Today 7:00 News 10:30 Happy Days 8:00 Zoo Revue 6:00 Nays
9:00 Romper Rm. 8:00 Capt. King. 11:00 Make Dial 8:30 Jearinie 7:00 Hyne's Site
9:25 Calendar 9:00 Price Right 11:30 All Child. 9:00 M. Douglas 7:56 DorInds
9:30 High Roll. 10:00 Gambit 12:00 Ryan. Hope 10:00 Edge/Night 8:00 CePt. Keng.10:00 Wheel/Fort. 10:30 Love Life 12:30 Rhyme 10:30 Happy Days 9:03 Price flight




3:30 Grn, Aare, 2:00 All Fern.
4:00 Big Valley 2:30 Match Game4:30 irolleill 4:00 Hillbillies 5:00 News 3:00 Gleigen530 News 4:30 A. Griffith 5:30 News 3:30 Dieting6:00 News Beat 5:00 Tell Truth 6:00 Concentration 5:25 weather
5:30 News 5:30 News
6:00 News 6:00 Nava
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 16, 1976 SCHEDULE



































































































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING FEBRUARY 18, 1976 SCHEDULE




























9:00 Starsky h H.
10:00 Adorn 12
10:30 Movie






















































TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 20, 1976 SCHEDULE ,.........,....
WTV F-5
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arst Lawyers Plan To Call Patty's Rainy Weekend Needed for 191i
x-Fiance To Stand As First Witness
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --
With the prosecution ready to
rest its case, Patricia Hearst's
attorneys planned to call her
etliance today to recount the
night of the kidnaping that
ultimately led to her trial for
bank robbery. ,
U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning Jr. said he Would
wrap up his case against the -
21-year-old newspaper heiress
today when he resumed
questioning FBI agent
Thomas J. Padden, our final
witness."
Chief defense counsel F. Lee
Bailey said he would im-
mediately begin recon-
structing Miss Hearst's
kidnaping by calling her
'former fiance, Steven Weed,
to the stand.
Weed was left beaten and
bleeding at their Berkeley
apartment the chilly night of
Feb. 4, 1974, when the
Symbionese Liberation Army
abducted Miss Hearst. He and
the defendant have not met
since the kidnaping. Miss
Hearst was captured here
Sept. 18.
The defense maintains that
Miss Hearst took part in the
bank robbery two months
after her kidnaping out of fear
for her life.
Browning based his case on
Miss Hearst's own words and
actions during her bizarre 19-
month odyssey through the
terrorist underground and on
testimony of witnesses who
saw her during that time.
The evidence he offered
included bank camera photos
-..aLliar during a San Francisco
robbery two months after the








ding in which she proclaimed
allegiance to the SLA.
Browning called 32 wit-
nesses, including law en-
forcement officers, persons at
the scene of the bank robbery
and a Los Angeles area teen-
ager who was kidnaped and
spent a night with Miss Hearst
and SLA members William
and Emily Harris.
Bailey has secured U.S.
District Court Judge Oliver J.
Carter's approval to take the
jury to two hideouts where
Miss Hearst was kept in
closets in the weeks just.after
her kidnaping.
They also will visit the bank
that Miss Hearst and the SLA.
robbed on April 15, 1974.
Bailey said the excursion
will be Monday. There will be
no courtroom session because
of a legal holiday.
The 13th day of the trial
ended emotionally for the pale
defendant Thursday as the
government played for the
jury a tape from the SLA
featuring Miss Hearst saying
she voluntarily joined her
captors in the bank heist.
The frail young woman wept
when she heard the strident,
angry voice of SLA chieftain
Donald ''Cinque" DeFreeze
spew a cold, militaristic
account of the bank robbery.
Her shoulders shook visibly,
and tears rolled down her
face. She seemed to slightly
regain her composure when a
voice now identified as Harris
railed about the news media
and authorities fanning
racism.
However, when her voice,
soft but brimming with
disdain, spoke as "Tanks, a
4E5 MA'AM ...CHUCK AND I
REALIZE IA)E DID WRONG.
CHOCK AND I HAVE LEARNE2
OtkikESSON... CHUCK AND I
KNOW BETTER NOW... CHUCK
AHD I TIN TO .
loeS




soldier in the people's army"
she bowed her head and
nervously rubbed her temple
and lips.
Carter stared at the
defendant when she referred
to Weed on the tape as a
"sexist, ageist pig" and then
turned toward the recording
machine again.
Her father, San Francisco
Examiner president Randolph
Hearst, stiffened when she
called him "Adolf,"
presumably a reference to
Adolf Hitler.
Her mother, Catherine, sat
stone-faced, but the seven
women and five men on the
jury appeared enraptured as
they followed her words with a
government-prepared tran-
script.
The jury must decide
whether Miss Hearst was
forced under threat of death to
rob the bank and make the




tended to play only the portion
containing Miss Hearst's
speech, but Bailey insisted
that the jury hear the entire
reel.
DeFreeze and five other
SLA members were killed in a
gun battle with Los Angeles
police a month later. The
Harrises are in custody in Los
Angeles.
Bailey fought long and
bitterly to have the tape
barred from her trial, con-
tending that "words forced
from her should not be used to
convict her."
Miss Hearst, at a special
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whether to admit the tape,
testified that her boastful
revolutionary words ware
written by slain SLA member
Angela Atwood.
If she had refused to make
the recording, she said, "I was
told that I would be killed."
Bailey contended the SLA
was angered that four of them
were charged with bank
robbery and Miss Hearst was
only named as a material
witness. The prime purpose of
the holdup, he said, was to
make the defendant "an
outlaw."
Less than two months later,
a grand jury indicted Miss
Hearst on bank robbery
charges.
The government won a
crucial victory when it con-
vinced the judge there was a
,preponderance of evidence
that Miss Hearst had joined
the terrorists and was in the
bank of her own volition.
Carter overruled Bailey's
objections and allowed the
jury to hear the 15-minute
reel.
The dramatic scene in the
hushed courtroom came only
hours after Hearst had been
summoned from his front-row
seat and told by defense at-
torney Al Johnson that a bomb
had ripped a wall in a guest
house at the seaside castle of
his late father, William
Randolph Hearst, 150 miles
south of San Francisco.
Hearst said he was con-
cerned about the safety of his
family and assailed the blast
as a "stupid and vicious thing
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ACIIJALL*4 IN THE ARM"'
WE Dot•er LAKE Too MUCH
CHANGE
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - While
most Kentuckians probably wish for
warm weekend weather, some state
officials are hoping for cold, rainy
conditions suitable for chemical ex-
termination of blackbirds.
Were on hold right now," Hank
Lindsey, an aide to Gov. Julian Carroll,
said Thursday. "We've got the PA-14,
but the weather's not right."
PA-14 is a detergent that is mixed
with alcohol and water and sprayed on
the birds to remove protective oils from
their feathers.
Cold, wet weather can then cause the
birds - viewed as feathered pests by
health officials and residents of areas
where they roost - to lose
consciousness and die of exposure.
State pest control officials directed
the spraying of a roost of some 6 million
blackbirds last week at Russellville.
The weather was cold, but predicted
rain failed to materialize, and the birds
swarmed out of the roost as usual the
next day.
Health officials blame the winter-
roosting blackbirds for spreading
histoplasmogs, a human lung disease,
and farmers say the huge flocks cause
millions of dollars worth of grain and
livestock damage.
Gov. Carroll has certified, as
required under emergency legislation
signed by President Ford, that the
Russellville roost and seven others pose
a threat to health, and U.S. Interior
Secretary Thomas Kleppe has given
permission to spray the eight roosts
when the weather is right.
Lindsey said Thursday that the
forecast for the areas where the birds if cold weather but no' rain is
roost is for a slim chance of rain and predicted, he said, one of the smaller
temperatures above 40. roosts may be sprayed with the
That isn't cold enough, he said, but he chemicals and then with water. The 30-
added that if temperatures drop and acre roost at Russellville is too large to
rain is predicted, one or MOM of the irrigate effectively in the absence of
roosts could be sprayed this weekend. rain.
'Some Understanding' Reached
By Paducah Officials, Firemen
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - City officials
have met with representatives of city
firefighters and reached "some un-
derstanding" but no definite agreement
that firefighters will be given the
written contract they demand.
City Manager J. William Howerton
and other officials met for about four
hours Thursday with representatives of
Local 168, International Association of
Firefighters.
"There is nothing final but I think we
do have some understanding on a
couple of things that will be worked
out," Howerton said. "We Waked about
the possibility of having a contract
sometime, but as far as working on a
contract, we didn't do anything on it."
talked about today with our respective
boards and committees," Howerton
added.
Meanwhile, Howerton said firemen
were at work on Thursday.
"The group that stayed over Wed-
nesday would have been due in
toms-row ( Friday) but as I understand
It they won't call in sick or anything for
the time being, so we can expect nor-
mal work out of them at this point," he
said.
About 25 firefighters, all members of
Local 168, called in siCk Wednesday
morning.
The Paducah Fire Department has
three platoons, each of which is on duty
24 hours and off 48 hours. The Tuesday
Firemen have demanded a written platoon was held over to cover Wed-
contract and threatened not to be nesday's shift and arrangements were
responsible for answering fire calls made for some volunteer firemen to
unless they receive one. help if needed.
City officials have offered a "letter of Mayor William S. Murphy said
Intent" outlining a wage fringe benefit firemen who called in sick would have
agreement reached with the firemein to provide "a doctor's statement"
last month. concerning their illnesses in the 24 hour
"We will have to discuss what we period following the start of their shift.
Ruling Says School Wholesale PricesBoard Not Required .
To Provide Busing Stable In Janua
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The
attorney general's office said today
that the Marshall County school board
need not provide transportation for 60
former Briensbui-g Elementary School
students now attending the Gilbert-
sville Elementary School.
The students had been assigned to
attend an elementary school in Benton
last -August when the Briensburg school
was closed.
But they refused to attend at Benton
and began going to the Gilbertsville
school which officials said was
inadequate to accommodate them.
After first declining to enroll the
students the superintendent decided to
allow them to attend at Gilbertsville,
hiring extra teachers and obtaining
additiorua facilities.
1? The opinion said, in effect, That the
board can determine where II child
attends school and added that the
Gilbertsville facility "is not the school
the board of education provided for the
children."
WASHINGTON (AP) - Wholesale
prices remained stable in ,Iatwary as
another big drop in farm Oleo Whet
increases for industrial goodi,-  the
government said today.
The Labor Department said prices
actually rose four-tenths of a per cent
last month but after adjustment for
seasonal variations, the wholesale
price index was unchanged.
Since rising 1.8 per cent in October,
wholesale prices showed no change in
November and declined an adjusted
fourtenths of a per cent in December.
Over the past three months, they have
declined at an adjusted annual rate of
1.7 per cent.
This continued moderation of in-
flationary pressures and the report last
* 4v#askim-limp in The nation's
ilnemployment rate gives support to the
Ford administration's forecast of
continued economic recovery in the
new year.
It also offered consumers the
prospect of an easing in retail prices in
the coming months, as trends in
wholesale prices usually are reflected
later at the retail level.
In January, the wholesale price index
for farm products, processed foods and
feeds fell 1.8 per cent following declines
of 2.5 per cent in December and 1.2 per
cent in November.
The decline in agricultural products
offset a four-tenths of a per cent in-
crease in industrial commodities.
Over the past 12 months, wholesale
prices were up 4.4 per cent. The index
stood at 179.4, meaning that it cost
$179.40 to purchase a variety of goods
that sold at wholesale for $103 in the
1967 base period.
' Dedham pricel-iii-live neatly, 
cattle, eggs and fresh vegetables led a
2.8 per cent drop in farm prices last
month. The index for processed foods
and feeds dropped 1.5 per cent after
declining 2.9 per cent in December.
'Estate Planning' To Be Theme Police Search For
Of Study By Adult Classes Here Killer Of Sal Minn
The New Concord and Lynn
Grove Adult Farmer classes
will begin the first of two
sessions on the topic of
'Estate Planning for the
Farmer" on February 16 and
17 at the Murray Vocational
Center.
The New Concord class will
meet on Monday, February 16
at 7:00 p.m. and the Lynn




Jackson Purchase RCA, will
present information con-




and how to go about the estate
Planning process.
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29 Be et 6401
30 Caress
discuss the types of insurance
and the role of insurance in
estate planning.
The February 23 New
Concord class and the
February 24 Lynn Grove class
will continue the discussion of
things farmers should be
aware of in estate planning.
These sessions will be con-
ducted by local attorneys and
accountants and will deal with
gift tax considerations,
examples of state inheritance
and federal estate taxes,
making a will, procedures in
settling an estate and related
questions.
The adult farmer program
is designed to help meet the





and those with agricultural
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LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
Actor Sal Mineo, known as
"'The Switchblade Kid" for his
many film roles as a teen-age
tough, has been stabbed to
death outside his Hollywood
apartment house, authorities
said.
Witnesses told police they
heard screams and saw a man
with long, blond hair running
from the alley where Mimeo
was killed Thursday night.
Neighbors found the 37-
yearold actor lying face-up in
a pool of blood about 20 feet
from a parking area behind
his apartment, police said. He
had been stabbed in the chest.
Bill Jones, a neighbor in the
moderately expensive
apartments near the Sunset
Strip, said, "We heard about
three yells. The last yell was
'Help.' We rushed out and saw
Sal lying face-up, breathing
really hard.
"He was like in a daze,
trying to breathe. He didn't
say anything."
Another neighbor, Mary
Chance, 21, said, "It was too
quiet. Then all of a sudden
those screams, we beard those
screams."
Neighbors said Mineo was
quiet and kept to himself.
Authorities said the actor
apparently lived alone and
that his family resides in New
York.
Mineo was in rehearsal for a
Marring role in "P.S. Your Cat
Is Dead," a play scheduled to
open next week at the
Westwood Playhouse.
Hog Market
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Recent television ap-
pearances by the baby-faced
actor included roles in the
Ellery Queen and Joe
Forrester shows.
Highlights of his acting
career included his portrayal
of a juvenile delinquent along
with James Dean in "Rebel
Without A Cause" and later as
an Israeli terrorist in
"Exodus.- Both per-
formances won him Acadaty
Award nominations.
As a delinquent in "Dhis"
he won a television Ermain
1955.
A Gene Krupa fan, one of
favorite roles was that of the
drummer in "The Gene Kritta
Story." He more recently
appeared as an ape :In
"Escape from the Planet- of
the Apes."
Mineo won a gold recor)in
the late 1950s for "Stisrt
Moving."
Mine* was born Jan. 10,
1939, in New York City, the son
of Italian immigrant parents.
He began his show business





'The State Fair would
switched from mid August
Late July if a proposal
considered by the Kent
State Fair Board is approv
In recent years, the fair
coincided partially with the
Indiana State Fair. This year,
the Kentuckhy fair will be
Aug. 17-28, the Indiana fair
Aug. 19-29.
Board executive director
Don L. Johnston called the
move "a golden opportunity,"
saying an earlier fair would
help get better livestock
exhibits.
The committee's staff was
directed to study the proposal.
- oe- oftAsProarr.
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now associated with Bill
Riley at the downtown











































S. tdct And Fund
LOST GROWN white
German Shepherd.
'Answers to name King.
Strayed away near
South 16th. Any in-
formation call -753-3224.
Reward offered.
FOUND MALE white and
black peppered Setter
type bird dog. Found on





I•11 er Pert Woe
Men or women with
automobiles are needed in
Murray t Aurora. Delivery
starts about March 3rd. Send
name, address, age, teiepbone
number, type of auto, in-
swance ocaupsny and hours
available on a poet card to D.
D. A. Corp, Box 23T, Murray






Center, 7th and Maple.
WANT GOOD Carpenter




IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $3004500 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact us today. We
have an excellent op-
portunity to the right
person. This is a
licensed sales position




*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEAL:HNC BRANDS Ot COSMETICS
NOTICE
Bids are being taken for mewing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment must be furnished
and bids mode on a per mowing basis. Mall
bids by February 28 to Box 140-K, Rents 3,













2 days - Friday
Saturday Feb. 13& 14
The Squash Blossom
107 N. 4th St. 753-9417
•."; - - ; •
• , •
RETAIL STORE help
needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
employment, send
resume to P.O. Box 32W,
Murray, Ky.
AVON
Droste, sofas Witty, be-
onion your inesess. Es-
MISSt aersings. Cal et
write Moods Duke, On
nu, eeema, 51- 411.1,
Moo 413•11M4.
8,1ncs
BUY THE best for less.







'753-0984. Our prices will








Looking for best offer
Crazy Horse Billiards.














- Phone 753-0489 -
ONE ROW HOLLAND
tobacco setter. Call 489-
2188 or 753-3337 after 5
p.m.
USED LEVER ACTION
22 caliber rifle. Call 436-
5592.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 7534231.
1111111111111111111
JENNY LAND Crib, foam
mattress and bumper
pad, recliner car seat,
chalk board, bouncing





back chair, dated fruit
jars. Call 489-2180.
SPECIAL IV chain link
fesietyrith 134" 0. D. top
rail' W9 0. D. line post
anddifres,$L38 cents
per ft. Limited to
Material 113 stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all your fencing seeds
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
20 GALLON AQUARIUM,
fish, and all accessories.
Call 753-2498.
FOR SALE RCA console
black and white T.V.
Excellent condition.
Also ten gallon churn,
dutch oven, some iron
skillets, clothes size 14,
suits, dresses and coats.
Call 7534069 or 753-443.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
oak and hickory. Will
cut to your
specifications. $20.00
truck load. Call 753-6086.
ALL NEW automatic rest
room deoderizer. No
batteries or electric. A




CLOTHES SIZES 8 and 9.
Skirts, tops, slacks and
jackets. Nice clothes.
Call 753-7785.
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining
room green drapes. Call
753-3787.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric




12, short ladies wig,
floor model 25" T.V. Call
after 4, 7534933.
BROYHILL HUTCH, can
be used as room divider












town, must sell. Come
any day after 3 p.m.,
1515 Clayshire. Call 753-
2380.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
'4" or 3." pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"





sofa sleeper. Green and
gold. $40.00. Call 753-
7853.
EARLY AMERICAN









2572, Murray, Ky. Route
6.
FOUR PIECES of wicker
furniture, ornamental
iron, hitching post.
Maple drop leaf table
and 4 chairs, copper
patio lamp (antique).
Call 753-3211.
LOVE SEAT. Call 753-
0226 anytime Saturday




Si,. su liestimemis from
$39. boss pistol beds fres
Wt. lefl• Imes We,
$551. ionising $sesbrie
n $27. Witter Mom
from $79, %rile lutist
frost SO. Princess stairs
fres $77.
WEST ET. MATTRESS
111S Se. Sol Palos& Ey.
tia-nn
11 , • reane!',
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple






sale. 1968 David Brown
990 Seleetatriatie farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER-
1970 International with 4






Call 354-6392 or 7534560.




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
20 Soto,
1973 RENKEN ski boat 85
























organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The





maple neck. New flat
wound strings-Kustom
200 No. 4 head with 3 15"
bass speakers. Padded
on casters with handles.
Call 753-8161 after 6 or





Party to take over
Spinet Piano. Easy
Terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P. 0. Box













100 South 13 Street
Files, Roachet ,





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box strings
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.












remote control. Call 753-
7160.
i' Sd





1973 12 x 78 GUERDON
bath and I's, air con-
ditioned. Underpinned.
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.m.
THE WINDY season is
here. We should anchor
mobile homes with tie
downs. Also your roof
needs aluminum roof
coating. We have new
mobile home doors at
good prices 1-8' wide one
bedroom mobile home.




Hale Lock Shop, 753-
5980.
1971 KENGSWOOD, 12 x





12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central





SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included.




home 12 x 60, reasonable
price. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-6979.
WE BUY' used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443426.
29 y • •
TWO BEDROOM
MOBILE home central
heat and air. All elec-
tric, fully carpeted,


















16th Street. Call 753-
365.
11 1,
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom house in
country. Willing to do
minor repairs. Call 753-
0718.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.






























paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
7534668.













North to 783 South which




male, 20 months, $200.














N. 8th Street. February
14, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
BARGAIN BARN 13th






located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




Thursday, February Mb at 10 a.m.
at oar office in Renews
1 CAR: 1974 Pontiac lemans, Set. Cp.. with fel
power, air, AM & FM stereo tape player, 33,000 ac-
ted ales, a real pod car.
10 T1liC13: 1362 FORD % tea, 4 speed trin-
emission. 2, 1966 Intenertioeis, 2 toa, 12' & 14'
hods. 13611 GMC 1 ten, demi wheels, factory stoke
bed. 1366 Chevrolet pick Up. 1962 Choy. 2 ton with
11' grab bed and cattle sides, with 2 speed axle.
Dedra bay trill 24' bed, made ti's.. school bus.
1971 Cher. P.V. • 1961 Chsv. P.V. 1966 White,
trod tractor, twin screw, sleeper
9 THACT015: 1969 4000, go., with power steering.
Feed 4000, gas with like-new tires. 1 II Ford. D. C.
CAM David Brews 991. W. C. All. Chalmers with
power steering. I. D. Model II with bracing_ piers
mid Ask barrow. 1 Massey Foramen ISO Iikikeirr
Faramill M.
S DISK NARROWS: A.C. wheel disk. Ford 6' 3
pia. 7' pall-type Miles. Y237 INC, 10' wheel disk.
Fiord 7', 3 pia.
2 LOADERS: ADS All. Chalmers front loader is
huts with .4 he 1 bucket. Mussy Fergesee front
Wier with forks IL hecket.
3 MANURE SPREADERS: beternatiorral 208. New
ANeneepoils Milne 15 300.
3 COMBINES: Case 660, 2 rew corn head and 10'
Irak WAIL 1965 Maur/ Femme NM, 2 row cont
and 13' eatematic grab head. John Deere No. 40
with 2 row corn head, 8' grin sod clever heed.
11 PLOWS: 3 peg 12". 3 psi 14". 3 gang 16". 2
gems 12". 2 pig 14". 2 gong Maher tired poll-
type. Ford 4 ping 14" No. 131 high clearance. 3
pep 14" 1.0.
6 CORN RANTERS: 3,1. 0.2 row 3 P.N. 1 id 2 row
birch with 6 boxes. 494 4 row 1.0. eft% fertiizer
attachmeet.
3 CULTIVATORS: 1 row. 2 row series toot. 1 now
field a/Riveter.
3 TRAILERS: 1 new Chaprral 14' x 6 bleeper Mitch,
deihie rode, stock trailer with electric brakes. 1,
16', 4 her.. stock chap hull trailer with gooseeed:
itch. 40' Traihneldis, fist bed. Taoism ink.
3 BALERS: Ales Chimers rel baler. 271 New
Mend. S32 lord like-oetv.
1 1973 1. 0. 112 prden tractor with variable speed
trammed:ism and 46" mewer.
4 MISR 140GS: 6' Nash Nog 3 p.k. 6' lush Nog poll-
type. S'3 p.h. rotary triter. S' poll-type rimy
MOW.
EQUIPMENT: 8' bee flew spreeder. 8' aphipocker.
1.0. WAGON, new nand hale movers. 101,0111 ITV
oprigM femme real geed with &ibis resod hog
feeders. Cut off saw. Garden tiller. Kirby MN trick
topper. Chain sow. log Chains. 40' New Nollend
Nay A cove eleveters. 3 p.h. Ford Mods 4 new thrif-
ty aritivoter. A. C. ids rake. 1 row All. Coiner
sleep chopper. 400 Oleo spray wig.
2 MOWERS: Massey Forges:0 6'. Ford 7'.
1 Imam Meek Gotha setter bird 'deg.
Leeding mad enieribig f.d54u. - Lunch available. •
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, 2 row corn
Deere tsp. 40
weir heed.
3 gong 16". 2
tired Wi-
deman*. 3
























AO 11 ENE Mt*KAT, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friar', February 13, 1976
4 op,' c't.,Itt,
AUCTION! This 5
bedroom, 2 bath, Stucco
home will be offered at
Auction Saturday, Feb.
14, 1976, at 2:00 p.m. The
property, located at 1601
Farmer Ave., may be
inspected at 1:15 p.m. on
day of sale. Terms: 10
per cent down, balance
et delivery of deed.
Wilson Realty & Auction





west of Murray, must








fireplace, 3 baths, call
today to see this home,
has been reduced to
$49,000. Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 753-
3597.
REDUCED TO $34,000.
b'or this attractive 3
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
ireneer home with





garage, 1.2 acre lot. Call
753-8080 for more details
or contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th:'
98 ACRES located two
miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
tstate, 505 Main Street,




Bonne! at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-








Three bedroom' modern Mem
addhieeel d evalmido 5
mI n Nola of fAmrivr ..MT,




46 Homes For Sale
FIVE ROOM HOME 1'-2
acres, large garden fruit
trees. 'Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1-
345-2172.
TfIREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 3a2
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0646, for appointment.
c 10% Off January And February!zt
ALCOA Stronger, more rigid,
super "4D" Aluminum.
The ALCOA name means
quality aluminum tempered for
toughness
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 1st









tarp brick ranch home on S r.Ilng acres. Maks floor
'features 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, living room with fk-e
'islet', dining area, large modern kitchen with all CM-
'.,10014000, den end utility room. Walkout baseman
consists of two holly paneled apartments. One apart-
;meat bus two bedrooms, tile other is an efficiency.
Phone Bill Koppered for details.
Lynn Grove
Almost new two-story brick home is tree shaded
setting. This home has few bedrooms, three fell
baths, hying room, den with fireplace, dining room,
kitchen, utility room, and abendant closet space.
Sliding glass doers in den epee onto rustic wooden
patio. This is quiet reentry living is five Eros. Phone
es at 753-1222 for an appointment.






46 a -le, .
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big




Realty, 711 Main. For
the second straight week
last week's feature
home sold early this
week. There is a
demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers




knowledge and good old
fashioned personal
service go hand-in-hand.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tii-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 2 years old, 3
large lots, close to lake.
Reduced to $15,500. Call
436-2260.
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200.x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.





in mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1v2 bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet





rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0690
47 Motorcyrie




ROCKET mags to fit
Ford or Chrysler
product with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
$80.00. Phone 1-354-6691.
FULL SET OF Chevrolet
Wheels 2 14 x6 black
center Mags, 2 14 x7
chrome rev. rims. Sell




red. Black landau roof.
Mags, sharp. Call 437-
4606.
WORTH THE MONEY.
1963 Custom Ford van.
New paint, maga,
paneling and carpet.
Sharp. $700.00. Call 753-
4398 after 5 p.m.
BUICK 1914 Runs and
drives good. $150.00.
Dodge 1866 la ton,
$295.00. Call 489-2595.
1974 CUTLASS SILVER
blue, white interior. Air
and power. AM-FM
stereo. 1 mile west of
Stella on 121 N. Call 489-
2352.
1361 MUSTANG light
green with white vinyl
top. V-8 automatic, new
tires, excellent con-
dition. $1,000. Call 753-
1021.
1974 VEGA STATION
wagon, factory air, GT
equipment. Extra
sharp. $2,195. Call 753-







°DEAR hc. 1"1;ZESIOENT, WE ARE GLAD 70
KNOw THAT 11-E ECONOMY 15 HEALTHIER
IHAT A TAX CUT 15 5'0551131E 11.1 119.





NEW 1975 2 ton Chevrolet
truck. Two speed rear
end. Never used. By
owner. Call 753-4652,
after 5. 7534295.
1914 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering




$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
m. weekdays, anytime
weekends.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1973 PINTO automatic,
air, shag carpet, best




bucket seats. Black. Call
753-8631.
1961 CHEVROLET 2 ton
truck. 154-2' grain bed, in
good condition. Call 489-
/188 after-5 p.m.
1912 AUDIE, Super 90,
good condition. Call 753-
7694 or 753-2282.
1969 FORD Window van.
Good running condition.
Needs body repairs.
$350.00 firm. Call 436-
5590.
1914 FORD STATION
wagon with power and





NICE 1972 Datsun 2 door,
automatic, low mileage.
$1,450. 1970 Valiant




1972 Chevrolet pickup V-
8 automatic. 1973
Chevrolet 6 cylinder
straight shift. 1973 Ford




















Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp Easy to get to
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 8 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 11154N-
6282. This is a dashes
auction
9 lisrc & Ttucks




1969 Dodge 2 ton, flat










wagon. Power and air.
Good condition. Call 436-
-5624.
1873 GTO low mileage,
clean, local. Power, air,
400 motor. Call 489-2715
before 6 p.m., 489-2289
after 6.
1969 OLDSMOBILE 49,000
miles, air, 6725.00. Also
Cassette tape player,
$60.00. Call 753-4579 or
753-8668.
1964 NOVA AND 1972






Call 753-4124, South 4th













struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.











of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps,
Call 753-1873 after 5 ct:
m. or weekends.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home arid industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration. Plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.












vicinity of 121 South and
$4 south to Ne* Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Gall it,
436-2505, open 7 days a
week.








efficient service. No job





Tom's Vinyl Repair, 489-
2752.
MARRIED WOMAN will
babysit 5 or 6 days or
nights a week in my
home. Experienced and
has references. Call 753-




































Any sive gravel or
smooth surface
roofing by Johns Man-













753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-11.38






Real good pet. Call








SAT FEB. 14th 10:00 A.M. Rain Or Shine
On The Farm Of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Raney. 4 MI
West Of Greenfield, Tennessee.
Ikon West In Greenfield, OR tever No. 41 1 %deck sorts, at treffk ibnt Dees
mutations Street Drive 1 7ml and turn rt 04 h ravel on rtsint ciris4 3m)
es wiloro Rates, Form Watcn For Stens.
- 411111 J. D. 04141, volln 2.110 eiCtuel
Mors, rico end cone tires, roll bar
with ClInOpy.
- $.W Wedding pion .1
- It' .1. 0. Wheel Olskewrow
-3- harrows
- 4 Rob J. 0 Cunivator
- 4 Plow J. 0. Inmate" wfmi fertilizer
- su IntornatIonol Sorvester Chisel
Pled
- 14 T. J. D. Mawbolor (strino 14)
im 1.0. 14•Traift• - /Me new
- Wheel Drill .1.0
- 13' blviCher
-, Prontond, Tractor dozer wade
- 44 J.D Apple Traitor
- 10 J.D. Rotor,/ Anowar. Wnowtype,
MVP WPM I.LOS RPM to operate
- U S J.0 Combleo. lust spent
111,123.40 on Mater
-J.D trod Corn Nosier
l-1164 Ford 2fleCe WIWI X0 WINO
grain 600, nfrol meiler, woe tine
1 - Key and Grain Elevator
- Erase Flow drill or Weeder
- wrImOre Hentrnef
1 - We, rig wIlt, IX gal f.tereeIneli
tend
I - 16' bonds," Trader Lovrbor
5 - ST Liquid Fowler
I - 10. Natal twee ,rough or •,,roots
- 3 prang heystock mover
1- ile• Of 1020 Wheel% 'Ice and cane
Oros
1 - toudre. metal nay mangers
I -74 VW Swlan (Super 144014) di.,
ISAR miles
1 - IT Fonplrend Ammonia Tone
mounted art *noels
- Forme( ISO limp Wel**,
I - N.Y La0016.
3 - Cherleals Sells, • II mop top I
Y•or1ine
Mew nee twders
muss collars, wineew fainli (2) 49
chelns. sutlers. Miscellaneous line0
items
Annyera.$ 5 mob eppi,cateor (200 gel
tank)
7 Ft J B Cycle Mews,
I - Cent* Weal.
1 - Cale Creep feed*, *Mlle side
I $OS 044C
I - ~se drill !Norse drawn)
NOTE There will so an open Ws at tee and of Mr litainty's mos Contact as
If yev dealt.* to Cenlier any equipment
Mr Illelneeee IldleIrnent Is IINCelenen•IIV Clean, firs, cress CendiliOn
Made for I•se Reid Mr. and Mrs. Rainey novo sold tnisfr fOrm and we retiring
Coffee and eernhvIchee wIll be eet'ved







Real Estate 8, Auction
Notice!
Guy Spann Realty is in need of new listings of aWitinds. We have Buyers!
List and sell your property today with
Guy Spann Realty, 753-7724
SOO North 20th St. - Fine 3 bedroom brick veneer
house with fireplace, central heat and air, 1% bath,
fully carpeted on corner lot. The price is right.
40 Acre farm in the vicinity of Kirksey. 20 Acres
Tendable. $20,000.
Locust Grove -1½ acres, large 3-bedroom home
with central heat and air, fireplace, large family
room, 2 baths, large kitchen with built-ins,
draperies on city water and is new decorated.
Priced to $36,500.
At 5 Points-Large two story (formerly McClains
Grocery) Brick building with a 6 room, 4
bedroom and bath apartment. Gas heated, 2 win-
dow air conditioners, on a 115 190 ft. lot.. Call for
details.
907 Story Ave - Two, duplex apartments, central
heat and air, gas heat, 2 bedrooms per apart-
ment, 1 bath. May be purchased together or
separately, call 753-7724.
4 Unit apartment building, 2 bedrooms, bath,
utility room, wall to wall carpet, built-ins in kit-
chen. Really nice. Make offer.
1% miles west of Stella on 171 N. cozy 5 room, 2
bedroom and bath on an acre of land, drapes,
wall to wall carpets, TV tower, 1 window air con-
ditioner. $15,950.
1304 Olive, Beautiful brick, 12 room, 6 bedrooms,
4 baths, 2% car garage, ceiling radiant heat,
built-ins in kitchen, den, dining room, drapes,
carpets, and some wall paper. Property has ren-
tal income of $350 per month from apartment
building in rear of house. Asking price $65,000.
112 N. 10th St. - Good older home, gas hest, wall
to wall carpets, 6 rooms, 2 bedrooms, and bath on
a 65x 150 lot. $15,000.
Two bedroom brick veneer home on one acre It,
has 2 car garage living room and bath located ten
miles from Murray In Concord area. Price
$12,900.00
Keniana Shores - Here is a three bedroom frame
house with central heat and air, full basement on
150 x 150 lot. Basement has two bedroom apart-
ment with separate entrance. A large single car
garage for workshop or storage area to sup-
plement an existing outside storage building.
Has tremendous potential and priced right.
230 South 15th Street, 2 bedroom, 1 bath frame
home, gas heat, fireplace, on a 50 a 355 lot.
Reduced to $13,500.
On Pottertown Road, 2 new Brick, 7 room, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, central heat and air, carpets,
built-Ins, city water, each home is on a2 acre lot.
Price reduced to $39,900 each.
On Butterworth Road, % mile South of Stella, 10
acre farm with home and 7 out buildings. Home
has 6 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, basement, car-
pets, 2 fireplaces. Good outbuildings. Reduced to
27,500. 47 additional acres could be bought for
$39,000.
Canterbury Estates - 9 room, 4 bedroom, 2 bath
brick and frane home, drapes, wall to wall car-
pet, central gas and central electric air, built-ins
in kitchen, hook up for washer and dryer, den,
dining room, a good buy at $45,000.
On 290, 5 miles from town, on 2 acres, 7 room, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 5
closets, drapes, some wall paper, wall to wall
carpets, den, drapes, fireplace, built-ins in kit-
chen, decor by Interiors by Edward, large 2 car
garage, new home. $43,500.
1806 Sherry Lane - Brick, 6 room, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, home with central heat and air, built-ins,
carpets and drapes. $35,500.00
1600 Sycamore Street - Brick, 10 room, 7
bedroom, 4 bath home, den, combination kitchen
and dining room, built-ins In kitchen, central gas
heat, central electric air, 2 car garage, private
entrance to up stairs, which rents for $300 per
month. Listed price $62,500.00
Sherwood Forest, Brick, 8 room, 4 bedroom, 2
bath, den, dining room, carpets, fireplace, cen-
tral gas heat and central electric air, built-ins in
kitchen, all this and more for only $42,500.
1715 Plainview Drive - Quality four bedroom
brick veneer house with 21/2 baths, central
heat and air, fully carpeted, fireplace, formal
dining room and ma perfect location. Must see to
appreciate the beauty of this house. Shown by ap-
pointment only.
We have several good lake, county, and town lots for sale.
For location, site of lets and prices, cidl 753-7724.
Office flours: 2 to 5 Monday Ilya Friday, Saturday 8 to 12
Guy Spann Realty
901 S f cdr- fre treet 4p75e, -)f Multiple listings Phone 753-7714
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Guy Spann, 753-2406
Louise Baker, 753-2409
„n! n r, 753 9723
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Deaths and Funerals Local Club Adopts New
Mrs. Robert Mason Mrs. Lula Miller Facility Rental Policy
Dies; Funeral To Dies Thursday With
Be Held Saturday Funeral Saturday
Mrs. Robert (Ruby
Creason) Mason of Far-
mington, RI., formerly of the
Brewers Community, died
Tuesday at 11:30 p.m. at
Farmington. She was 57 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Creason.
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Mason of Farmington;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Brown of Farmington, Ill.,
and Mrs. Donna Joe
Mungerson of Cambridge, Ill.;
oneaon, Robert Scott Mason of
East Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Locke of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Garvaline Riley and Mrs.
Mary Helen Chandler, both of
Benton; one brother, Gillard
Crason of Symsonia ; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. B.
Cope officiating. Burial will be
in the Lyles Cemetery.





Will Alton of Hazel Route
Two, died this morning at two
o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age.
The Hazel man resided with
his daughter, Mrs. D. B.
(Lottie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two who survives along
with one brother, Rube Alton
of the same address.
Mr. Alton was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
May 25, 1888, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Alton and Julia
Smith Alton.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m. Sunday
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Earl Goodwin, a native of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at
Evansville, Ind. He was a
resident of 811 N. Governor
Street of that city.
The deceased was 72 years
of age and moved to Evan-
sville fifty years ago. A
brother, Fred Goodwin, died
last Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Goodwin, two daughters,
Mrs. Doris Lee and Mrs.
Joyce Ebings, and one
grandson, all of Evansville,
Ind.; three brothers, Arlander
Goodwin of Iowa and Everett
and Robert Goodwin, both of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin, both of Evansville,
Ind., and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Funeral and burial services





planned for the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Bible Study
periods will begin at 10:00
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Classes for
all ages at both periods.
The Sunday morning
worship period will begin at
11:00 a.m., and Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will speak on the subject,
"Jesus Is..." at the evening
service, to begin at 6:00 p.m.,
Bro. Casteel will discuss "The
Lordship of Christ."
Making announcements will
be Kim Puckett and leading
the song service will be Bobby
C. Stubblefield.
After the evening worship
peribd there will be a
fellowship meal in the church
annex. All visitors at the
evening worship will be the
guests of the congregation.
Mrs. Lula Miller, widow of
Bernie Miller, died Thursday
at 12:30 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 75
years of age and a resident of
Murray Route Two.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Bernie, on July 28, 1938. She
was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church and had been
employed as a cook at Almo
School. Born February 7,1901,
at Hamlin, she was the
daughter of the late John
Stalls and Susan Newberry
Stalls.
Mrs. Miller is survived by
her son, William B. Miller and
his wife, Sue, three grandsons,
Billy, Ken, and Mark Miller,
and four great grandchildren,
Tammy, Angie, Allen, and
Amy Miller, all of Murray
Route Two; one brother,
William Stahls of Chicago,
Ill.; one niece, Mrs. Iva Lee
Higgins of Gary, Ind.; one
nephew, J. 0. Morrison of
California.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at ten a. m. at
the Flint Baptist Church with
Rev. Heyward Roberts and
I. H. C. Chiles officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
Friends may call at the
funeral home through today
and may call at the Flint




Phil McCallon, president of
Kirksey United Methodist
Men announces that the group
will meet for breakfast at
seven o'clock Sunday mor-
ning, February 15, in the
social Hall of the Church. A
meal will be served.
Frank Gonzales of the
Freak Gonzales
Advertising Department of
the Murray Ledger & Times
will be the featured speaker of
the morning. Gonzales is well
known in this area for his work
with young people. He was the
director of the Drama,
"Ramses," which played at
Kentucky Lake Park Theatre
and also was in charge of an
extended series of Supper
Theatre programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village.
New officers for the year
are Phil McCallon, president,
Herschel Pace, secretary.
treasurer, and Mark McCallon
sergeant-at-arms. Advisory
committee is composed of
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Zenith IS 4 4,
Changes in the rental policy
for the use of the clubhouse
facilities and discontinuance
of its junior membership
program were voted by the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club at its
February meeting Monday
night.
Under the new clubhouse
facilities rental policy, which
becomes effective im-
mediately:
—No charge will be made
for use of the facilities when
rented by any member, or
group of members, for a social
activity to be attended only by
members of the club and their
out-of-town guests. A $25
cleanup charge, however, will
be made.
—A charge of $100 will be
made when theyfacilities are
rented by any member for an
activity to which non-member
guests living in Murray or
Calloway County will be in-
vited. The cleanup charge is
included.
—A charge of $175 will be
made for business or social
organizations for private
parties, subject to the ap-
proval of the club president,
Tim Miller. This also includes
the clean-up charge.
Effective Feb. 10, the junior
membership program was
discontinued. Anyone joining
the club thereafter must do so
as a full member, either as a
family membership or as a
single membership, with
options of paying the $450
initiation fee in one sum or two
or three-year installments for




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hold worship
services on Sunday, February
15, at eleven a.m. and 6:45
p.m. with the pastor, Bro.
Lawson Williamson, as the
speaker for both services.
"Jesus, He Is The Son of
God" will be the special
selection to be sung by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ.
Gene Jones, deacon of the
week, will read the scripture
and lead in prayer.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday for
practice and will sing in the
evening services at which
time the ordinance of baptism
will be observed.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training at
six p.m.
Nursery workers will be Mr.
and Mrs. Dwayne Bucy, Mrs.
Becky Nance, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Walker, and Mrs.
Frances Paschall.
Council
annual dues are $240 for a
family membership and $120
for a single membership.
For the past several years,
junior members have been
given the privilege of waiving
payment of the initiation fee
until they reached the age of
30. The new policy, the
directors emphasized, will not
affect those junior members
presently in the club under the
provisions of the former
policy.
In other action Monday
night:
Director Dick Stout an-
nounced that Charles and
Nancy Walston will be in
charge of the tennis activities
at the club during the coming
season, and that Mrs. Joy
Waldrop will be in charge of
the "swinuning activities.
The club's social calendar
for 1975 has been completed, is
being readied for the printer
and is expected to be available
for distribution about March
15.
Announcement was made at
the meeting that the annual
Murray Shrine Club tour-
nament at the club had been
rescheduled from August 14
and 15 to August 7 and 8.
President Miller appointed
Stout and Director George
Oakley as a two-man com-
mittee charges with the
responsibility of investigating
the feasibility of building two
more tennis courts at the club.
There presently are two, hard-
surfaced, lighted courts on the
grounds.
(Continued from Page 1
fireman must first have
served two years with the
department in addition to
passing the written test.
To be promoted from
lieutenant to captain, the
individual must have served
with the department for four
years, two of those years as a
lieutenant. To be promoted
from captain to assistant, the
applicant must have served
with the department five
years with at least one year of
service as captain.
In the event that a situation
arises where there is a





The council also approved
the drawing of an ordinance
setting the meeting time of the
council's regular meetings at
7:30 p. m. on a year-round
basis. In further action, ap-
proval was given to pay ex-
penses for the mayor and four
other councilmen to attend the
National League of Ci4s
meeting in Washington, D. C.
March 12-14.
Gas system superintendent
Tommy Marshall reported to
U e council that industrial
customers had been advised
that their natural gas allot-
ments would be cut ap-
proximately $0 per cent
during the summer months
( April through October).
Marshall said that the allot-
ment cut was expected
through the summer months




Rev. C. Bill Hart will speak
on the subject, "The Way Into
Dwelling With God," at the
9:45 a.m, services at Lynn
Grove United Methodist
Church and at eleven a.m. at
Goshen Church on Sunday,
February 15. His scripture
will be from Hebrews 9:1-8
and 10:19-22.
At 6:30 p.m. Sunday at
Goshen Rev. Hart will speak
on "Typology and The
Tabernacle."
The Administrative Board
of the Goshen Church will





Carroll To Outline Details Of
Severance Package Next Week
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Gov. Julian Carroll said he




governor to propose an in-
crease in the severance tax of
up to 1 per cent, to help
finance projects in several
catagories—from a new high-
way in eastern Kentucky to
increased funding for black
lung benefits.




A revised edition of the
Murray State University
Speakers' Bureau brochure
has been released and is being
distributed to clubs,
organizations and other
groups across West Kentucky.
Listed are approximately
100 speakers in 29 categories,
each corresponding with a
specialized area at the
University and ranging from
agriculture to travel. The
varied topics number more
than 330.
This is a continuation of a
new educational service being
.,provided to the people of its
region by the University and
was inaugurated in the fall of
1974.
A copy of the new brochure
may be obtained by contacting
the office of Public In-
formation, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.
42071. The telephone number
is 762-2798
Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, will
speak at both the 10:45 a.m.
and seven p.m. services on
Sunday, February 15, at the
church, A special offering for
the debt retirement of the
church will be taken Sunday
with the goal being $20,000.
"Secure In Our Security"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with the
scripture from Matthew 10:5-
10, 24-39. Special music will be
by the Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. John
Bowker as organist and Mrs.
G. M. Knight as pianist.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Gold Medals and
Incorruptible Crowns" with
scripture from I Corinthians
9:24-27. Special music will be
by The Youth Chorale and The
Sing and Tell.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, deacon of
the week, along with Bro. G.
T. Moody, minister of
education, and Bro. Edward
Walsh, minister of youth, will
assist in the services.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be James Rogers,
Howard Newell, Allen Rose,
Steve Beatty, David Bowker,
Joe Pat Ward, and Bob
Billington.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be
Mesdames James Rogers,
Dale Cochran, Van Waugh,
Bill Whittaker, Bill Sams,
Glen Grogan, B. C. Grogan,
and Charles McDaniel, Misses
Julie Sams, Leslee Grogan,
Lisa Winters, and Lee Bryan.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The deacons will meet at
eight p.m. Sunday.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors with Bro.
Moody will attend the
Regional R. A. Congress at
Princeton. They will leave the
church at four p.m. MonclaY
and the supper will be fifty
cents each.
The business meeting of the
church will be held followingthe Wednesday eveningfellowship supper
Speakers should be
requested at least two weeks
in advance so arrangements
may be made to best serve the
organization's speaker needs.
If your yeast bread is crum-
bly, you may have let it rise
too long.
sday with legislators and local
officials from the coal-
producing counties, to pledge
that he would build a modern
highway from Hazard to the
Prestonsburg area—if they
found the financing.
Carroll said building a road
to connect the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway is vital to the
economic growth of eastern
Kentucky.
"I can think of no in-
vestment more important,"




Bail fo.dhree men convicted
of kidnaping and reckless
homicide in the Luron Taylor
case was denied Thursday by
Fayette Circuit Judge Charles
Tadtett.
Elmore Stephens, John
Bishop and Robert Channels
had asked to be freed on bond
pending an appeal of their
conviction. Tackett refused
the request, revoked their
earlier bond, and ordered
them jailed.
The jury sentenced the three
to 21 years in prison each.





Fellowship" will be the
subject of the sermon by Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., for the
services at 9: 45 a.m. at Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and at eleven a.m. at
Sputh Pleasant Grove Church
on Sunday, February 15.
At the seven p.m. services
at South Pleasant Grove Dr.
Mullins will speak on the
subject, "Blessed Are Those
Who Hunger and Thrist After
Righteous."
major four lane roads
together in an area where you
can't travel more than 35
miles an hour."
The four lane highway
would for the most part
parallel existing Ky. 80.
Although the governor
pledged he would build the
highway, he danced around
the issue of bow it would be
funded. But the coal-county
representatives knew what he
was saying.
"You can't build it without
money," he told them.
"I can't ask the people of
Kentucky to go in debt for
another road, when I'm not
sure how we will retire the
debt," he said. "If we can find
a way to get funds, we will
build it."
Carroll then urged the local
officials to "talk to your
legislator and support
him. with their ( the
legislature's) support, we can
get it passed, with my help."
Carroll said afterward it
would be up to the general
assembly to propose funding
for the road, and when asked if
the funding would hinge on a
hike in the severance tax on
coal, he replied, possibly."
The governor pointed out
that he was committed his
administration to not raising
taxes that would increase the
financial burden on the con-
surner, so that any increase in
the coal severance tax would
have to be accompanied by a
decrease to the consumer. He
mentioned "reducing elec-
Murray Lodge F&AM
To Meet On Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
& Accepted Masons will have
a stated meeting at the
Masonic 'Hall on Monday at
7:30 p.m.
Work will be in the Masters
Mason degree. All members
are urged to attend and
visitors are welcome, a
spokesman said.
triad rates by that amount"
as one possibility.
Carroll said the program he
will propose next week will
fall into several categories,
but he said figures have not
been finalized on allocations to
each of the areas.
The construction of the
connecting parkway be`ween
the Mountain Parkway and
the Daniel Boone Parkway is a
top priority for him. He also
said he would boost the county
road aid fund for repair of
roads in coal-producing
counties.
Also on the agenda are a
proposal to provide what he
termed "flow through" money
to help coal counties deal with
local problems. The money
would be allocated by county
councils or committees.
And the governor also
proposes to provide additional
financing to for the oc-
cupational disease fund, in an
effort to reduce the burden on
the workman's compensation
fund. Much of that fund is used
to pay black lung claims.
Fish Supper Will Be
At Alford Lodge
The Alford Masonic Lodge
No. 925 and Alford Chapter
No. 445 of the Order of the
Eastern Star will sponsor a
fish supper at the Alford
Masonic Lodge Building at
Aurora on Saturday,
February 21.
Serving will start at six p.m.
The cost for all the fish you
can eat will be $3.50 per person
and $1.50 for children twelve
and under.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6
up 0.4. Below dam 306.1 down
0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6
up 0.3. Below darn 313.8 no
change.
Sunset 5:33. Sunrise 6:48.
Moon rises 2:26 p.m., sets
5:01 a.m. Friday.
c10.4:57w c?---vANt cAir c:9,;, c?--;'.
We thought this month would be a very ap-
propriate time to tell you how much we ap-
preciate your banking with us. So accept
out thanks. And our pledge of prompt,
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Let us continue to strive together towards
making Murray, Kentucky an even greater
place to live, and work and raise our families!
o The Murray Ledger and Times, F-ebruory 13M, 1976
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Robert Mason Mrs. Lula Miller
Dies; Funeral To Dies Thursday With
Be Held Saturday Funeral Saturday
Mrs. Robert (Ruby
Creason) Mason of Far-
mington, M., formerly of the
Brewers Community, died
Tuesday at 11:30 p.m. at
Farmington. She was 57 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Creason.
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Mason of Farmington;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Brown of Farmington, Ill.,
and Mrs. Donna Joe
Mungerson of Cambridge, Ill.;
one son, Robert Scott Mason of
East Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Locke of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Garyaline Riley and Mrs.
Mary Helen Chandler, both of
Benton; one brother, Gillard
Crason of Symsonia ; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. B.
Cope officiating. Burial will be
in the Lyles Cemetery.





Will Alton of Hazel Route
Two died this morning at two
o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age.
The Hazel man resided with
his daughter, Mrs. D. B.
( Lottie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two who survives along
with one brother, Rube Alton
of the same address.
Mr. Alton was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
May 25, 1888, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Alton and Julia
Smith Alton.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m. Sunday
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Earl Goodwin, a native of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at
Evansville, Ind. He was a
resident of 811 N. Governor
Street of that city.
The deceased was 72 years
of age and moved to Evan-
sville fifty years ago. A
brother, Fred Goodwin, died
'* last Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Goodwin, two daughters,
Mrs. Doris Lee and Mrs.
Joyce Ebings, and one
grandson, all of Evansville,
Ind.; three brothers, Arlander
Goodwin of Iowa and Everett
and Robert Goodwin, both of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin, both of Evansville,
Ind., and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Funeral and burial services





planned for the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Bible Study
periods will begin at 10:00
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Classes for
all ages at both periods.
The Sunday morning
worship period will begin at
11:00 a.m., and Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will speak on the subject,
"Jesus Is..." at the evening
service, to begin at 6:00 p.m.,
Bro. Casteel will discuss "The
Lordship of Christ."
Making announcements will
be Kim Puckett and leading
the song service will be Bobby
C. Stubblefield.
After the evening worship
peribd there will be a
fellowship meal in the church
annex. All visitors at the
evening worship will be the
guests of the congregation
Mrs. Lula Miller, widow of
Bernie Miller, died Thursday
at 12:30 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 75
years of age and a resident of
Murray Route Two.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Bernie, on July 28, 1938. She
was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church and had been
employed as a cook at Almo
School. Born February 7, 1901,
at Hamlin, she was Ole
daughter of the late Job
Stalls and Susan Newbert
Stalls.
Mrs. Miller is survived
her son, William B. Miller as
his wife, Sue, three grandson
Billy, Ken, and Mark Mille
and four great grandchilcires
Tammy, Angie, Allen, as
Amy Miller, all of Muria
Route Two; one brothel
William StahLs of Chicagi
III.; one niece, Mrs. Iva Le
Higgins of Gary, Ind.; on
nephew, J. 0. Morrison
California.
Funeral services will b
held Saturday at ten a. m.
the Flint Baptist Church wit
Rev. Heyward Roberts an
Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating.
Burial will be in the Murra
City Cemetery with th
arrangements by the J. I?
Churchill Funeral Horn
Friends may call at tho
funeral home through tale:
and may call at the Flin




Phil McCallon, president oi
Kirksey United Methodist
Men announces that the group
will meet for breakfast at
seven o'clock Sunday mor-
ning, February 15, in the
social Hall of the Church. A
meal will be served.
Frank Gonzales of thi
Frank Gonzales
Advertising Department of
the Murray Ledger & Timm
will be the featured speaker ol
the morning. Gonzales is well
known in this area for his work
with young people. He was the
director of the Drama.
"Ramses," which played at
Kentucky Lake Park Theatre
and also was in charge of an
extended series of Supper
Theatre programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village.
New officers for the year
are Phil McCallon, president,
Herschel Pace, secretary-
treasurer, and Mark McCallon
sergeant-at-arms. Advisory
committee is composed of
Clay Smith, Don Paschall, and
Max B. Hurt.
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Local Club Adopts New Carroll To Outline Details Of
Facility Rental Policy Severance Package Next Week
Changes in the rental policy
for the use of the clubhouse
facilities and discontinuance
of its junior membership
program were voted by the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club at its
February meeting Monday
night.
Under the new clubhouse
facilities rental policy, which
becomes effective im-
mediately:
—No charge will be made
for use of the facilities when
rented by any member, or
group of members, for a social
activity to be attended only by
annual dues are $240 for a
family membership and $120
for a single membership.
For the past several years,
junior members have been
given the privilege of waiving
payment of the initiation fee
until they reached the age of
30. The new policy, the
directors emphasized, will not
affect those junior members
presently in the club under the
provisions of the former
policy.
In other action Monday
night:
Director Dick Stout an-
nounced that rharlaa ass.4
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll said he




governor to propose an in-
crease in the severance tax of
up to 1 per cent, to help
finance projects in several
catagories—from a new high-
way in eastern Kentucky to
increased funding for black
lung benefits.
Carroll met briefly Thur-
Murray State
sday with legislators and local
officials from the coal-
producing empties, to. pledge
that be would build a modern
highway from Hazard to the
Prestonsburg area—if they
found the financing.
Carroll said building a road
to connect the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway is vital to the
economic growth of eastern
Kentucky.
"I can think of no in-
vestment more important,"
he said. 'This draws two
major four lane roads
together in an area where you
can't travel more than 35
miles an hour."
The four lane highway
would for the most part
parallel existing Ky. 80.
Although the governor
pledged he would build the
highway, he danced around
the issue of bow it would be
funded. But the coal-county
representatives knew what he
was saying.
"You can't build it without
money," he told them.
"I can't, ask the people of. . .
trical rates by that amount"
as one possibility.
Carroll said the program he
will propose next week will
fall into several categories,
but he said figures have not
been finalized on allocations to
each of the areas.
The construction of the
connecting parkway between
the Mountain Parkway and
the Daniel Boone Parkway is a
top priority for him. He also
said he would boost the county
road aid fund for repair of
roads in coal-producing
collates-. _4.. vuseadoeresies......-.
History Is Made Through Progress
Let's Meet New Challenges ...Make New Discoveries. Now!
,11
* Since America's beginnings...
people have looked ahead. To-
day we are living yesterday's
dreams. . . with the promise of a
brighter tomorrow.
* Building a future begins in
the present . . . through steps we
take that assure continued prog-
ress . . . prosperity for all.
* Let's pool our resources to
benefit our community. And sup-
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peswes sot men:Ryer-um 11011r
other councilmen to attend the
National League of Cities
meeting in Washington, D. C.
March 12-14.
Gas system superintendent
Tommy Marshall reported to
the council that industrial
customers had been advised
that their natural gas allot-
ments would be cut ap-
proximately 50 per cent
during the summer months
( April through October).
Marshall said that the allot-
ment cut was expected
through the summer mouths
due to the policies of the city's
supplier, Texas Gas.
and Charles McDaniel, Misses
Julie Sams, Leslee Grogan,
Lisa Winters, and Lee Bryan.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The deacons will meet at
eight p.m. Sunday.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors with Bro.
Moody will attend the
Regional R. A. Congress at
Princeton. They will leave the
church at four p.m. Monday
and the supper will be fifty
cents each.
The business meeting of the
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Creason) Mason of Far-
mington, Ill., formerly of the
Brewers Community, died
Tuesday at 11:30 p.m. at
Farmington. She was 57 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Creason.
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Mason of Farrnington ;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Brown of Farmington, Ill.,
and Mrs. Donna Joe
Mungerson of Cambridge, Ill.;
one son, Robert Scott Mason of
East Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Locke of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Garvaline Riley and Mrs.
Mary Helen Chandler, both of
Benton; one brother, Gillard
Crason of Symsonia; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. B.
Cope officiating. Burial will be
in the Lyles Cemetery.





Will Alton of Hazel Route
Two died this morning at two
o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age.
The Hazel man resided with
his daughter, Mrs. D. B.
Lottie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two who survives along
with one brother, Rube Alton
of the same address.
Mr. Alton was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
May 25, 1888, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Alton and Julia
Smith Alton.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m. Sunday
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Earl Goodwin, a native of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at
Evansville, Ind. He was a
resident of 811 N. Governor
Street of that city.
The deceased was 72 years
of age and moved to Evan-
sville fifty years ago. A
brother, Fred Goodwin, died
last Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Goodwin, two daughters,
Mrs. Doris Lee and Mrs.
Joyce Ebings, and one
grandson, all of Evansville,
Ind.; three brothers, Arlander
Goodwin of Iowa and Everett
and Robert Goodwin, both of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin, both of Evansville,
Ind., and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Funeral and burial services





planned for the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Bible Study
periods will begin at 10:00
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Classes for
all ages at both periods.
The Sunday morning
worship period will begin at
11:00 a.m., and Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will speak on the subject,
"Jesus Is..." at the evening
service, to begin at 6:00 p.m.,
Bro. Casteel will discuss "The
Lordship of Christ."
Making announcements will
be Kim Puckett and leading
the song service will be Bobby
C. Stubblefield.
After the evening worship
peribd there will be a
fellowship meal in the church
annez. All visitots at the
evening worship will be the
guests of the congregation
Dies Thursday With
Funeral Saturday
Local Club Adopts New Carroll To Outline Details Of
Mrs. Lula Miller Facility Rental Policy Severance Package Next Week
Mrs. Lola Miller, widow of
Bernie Miller, died Thirsday
at 12:30 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 75
years of age and a resident of
Murray Route 'two.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Bernie, on July 28, 1938. She
was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church and had been
employed as a cook at Almo
School. Born February 7, 191
at Hamlin, she was th
daughter of the late Jai
Stalls and Susan Newbert
Stalls.
Mrs. Miller is survived t
her son, William B. Miller as
his wife, Sue, three grandson
Billy, Ken, and Mark Miller
and four great grandchildrie
Tammy, Angie, Allen, an
Amy Miller, all of Murra
Route Two; one brothei
William Stahl! of Chicle
Ill.; one niece, Mrs. Iva Le
Higgins of Gary, Ind.; on
nephew, J. 0. Morrison t
California.
Funeral services will b
held Saturday at ten a. m.
the Flint Baptist Church wit
Rev. Heyward Roberts as
Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating.
Burial will be in the Murra
City Cemetery with lb
arrangements by the J. E
Churchill Funeral Home
Friends may call at th
funeral home through to
and may call at the Flie




Phil McCallon, president or
Kirksey United Methodlipt
Men announces that the great
will meet for breakfast ‘61
seven o'clock Sunday ins%
ning, February 15, in tk
social Hall of the Church. A
meal will be served.
Frank Gonzales of the
Frail Gessiales
Advertising Department
the Murray Ledger &
will be the featured speakerd
the morning. Gonzales is wen
known in this area for his work
with young people. He was the
director of the Drama,
"Ramses," which played at
Kentucky Lake Park Thea
and also was in charge of
extended series of Su
Theatre programs at K
tucky Dam Village.
New officers for the ye
are Phil 1VicCallon, president
Herschel Pace, secretary ,
treasurer, and Mark McC,allon
sergeant-at-arms. Advisory
committee is composed of
Clay Smith, Don Paschall, and
Max B. Hurt.
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Changes in the rental policy
for the use of the clubhouse
facilities and discontinuance
of its junior membership
program were voted by the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club at its
February meeting Monday
night.
Under the new clubhouse
facilities rental policy, which
becomes effective im-
mediately:
—No charge will be made
for use of the facilities when
ranted by any member, or
annual dues are $240 for a
family membership and $120
for a single membership.
For the past several years,
junior members have been
given the privilege of waiving
payment of the initiation fee
until they reached the age of
30. The new policy, the
directors emphasized, will not
affect those junior members
presently in the club under the
provisions of the former
policy.
In other action Monday
night:
T. -L. 0.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll said he




governor to propose an in-
crease in the severance tax of
up to 1 per cent, to help
finance projects in several
catagories—from a new high-
way in eastern Kentucky to
increased funding for black
lung benefits.
Carroll met briefly Thur-
sday with legislators and local
officials from the coal-
producing counties, to pledge
that he would build a modern
highway from Hazard to the
Prestonsburg area—if they
found the financing.
Carroll said building a road
to connect the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway is vital to the
economic growth of eastern
Kentucky.
"I can think of no in-
vestment more impnrtant,"
Ia '
major four lane roads
together in an area where you
can't travel more than 35
miles an hour."
The four lane highway
would for the most part
parallel existing Ky. 80.
Although the governor
pledged he would build the
highway, he danced around
the issue of bow it would be
funded. But the coal-county
representatives knew what he
was saying.
"You can't
trical rates by that amount"
as one possibility.
Carroll said the program he
will propose next week will
fall iata amoral categories,
but he said figures have not
been finalized on allocations to
each of the areas.
The construction of the
connecting parkway between
the Mountain Parkway and
the Daniel Boone Parkway is a
top priority for him. He also
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753-4723
26 Years
When you see me
don't think of Insurance,
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Jeweler for 63 Years
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Phowobiwg & Electric Cs.
207 S. 3rd. 733-5341
21 Years
Quality knitters of in-
dustrial tubing and
stockinettes, distributo-



























T. C. Collie, Jean Bennett
We Parker, Anna Requarth
Pat Arnistrixig, Edna Knight
Roberts
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other councilmen to attend the
National League of Cities
meeting in Washington, D. C.
March 12-14.
Gas system superintendent
Thnimy Marshall reported to
the council that industrial
customers had been advised
that their natural gas allot-
ments would be cut ap-
proximately SO per cent
during the sununer months
( April through October).
Marshall said that the allot-
ment cut was expected
through the sammer 111110110s
due to the packs of theft's
supplier, Texas Gas.
and Charles McDaniel, Mi-sses
Julie Sams, Leslee Grogan,
Lisa Winters, and Lee Bryan.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The deacons will meet at
eight p.m. Sunday.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors with Bro.
Moody will attend the
Regional R. A. Congress at
Princeton. They will leave the
church at four p.m. Monday
and the supper will be fifty
cents each.
The business meeting of the
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Mrs. Robert ( Ruby
Creason) Mason of Far-
mington, RI., formerly of the
Brewers Cominuhity, died
Tuesday at 11:30 p.m. at
Farmington. She was 57 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Creason. •
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Mason of Farmington;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Brown of Farmington, Ill.,
and Mrs. Donna Joe
Mungerson of Cambridge, Ill.;
one son, Robert Scott Mason of
East Peoria, . 411.; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Locke of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Garvaline Riley and Mrs.
Mary Helen Chandler, both of
Benton; one brother, Gillard
Crason of Symsonia; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. FL B.
Cope officiating. Burial will be
in the Lyles Cemetery.





Will Alton of Hazel Route
Two died this morning at two
o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age.
The Hazel man resided with
his daughter, Mrs. D. B.
Lottie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two who survives along
with one brother, Rube Alton
of the same address.
Mr. Alton was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
May 25, 1888, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Alton and Julia
Smith Alton.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m. Sunday
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Earl Goodwin, a native of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at
Evansville, Ind. He was a
resident of 811 N. Governor
Street of that city.
The deceased was 72 years
of age and moved to Evan-
sville fifty years ago. A
brother, Fred Goodwin, died
last Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Goodwin, two daughters,
Mrs. ' Doris Lee and Mrs.
Joyce Ebings, and one
grandson, all of Evansville,
17)&4 three brothers, Arlander
Goodwin of Iowa and Everett
and Robert Goodwin, both of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin, both of Evansville,
Ind., and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Funeral and burial services





planned for the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Bible Study
periods will begin at 10:00
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Classes for
all ages at both periods.
The Sunday morning
worship period will begin at
11:00 a.m., and Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will speak on the subject.
"Jesus Is..." at the evening
service, to begin at 6:00 p.m.,
Bro. Casteel will discuss 'the
Lordship of Christ."
Making announcements will
be Kim Puckett and leading
the song service will be Bobby
C. Stubblefield.
Alter the evening worship
peribd there will be a
fellowship meal in the church
annex. All visitors at the
evening worship will be the




-Mrs. Lula Miller, widow of
Bernie Miller, died Thursday
at 12:30 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 75
years of age and a resident of
Murray Route Two.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Bernie, on July 28, 1938. She
was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church and had been
employed as a cook at Almo
School. Born February 7, 1901,
at Hamlin, she was the
daughter of the late Job
Stalls and Susan Newberr
Stalls.
Mrs. Miller is survived t
her son, William B. Miller an
his wife, Sue, three grandson.
Billy, Ken, and Mark Millet
and four great grandchildret
Tamalyr Angie, Allen, an
Amy Miller, all of Murra
Route Two; one brothel
William StahLs of Chicagt
Ill.; one niece, Mrs. Iva i.e
Higgins of Gary, Ind.; on
nephew, J. 0. Morrison (
California.
Funeral services will b
held Saturday at ten a. m.
the Flint Baptist Church wit
Rev. Heyward Roberts an
Dr. H. C. Chiles officiating.
Burial will be in the Murra
City Cemetery with th
arrangements by the J. H
Churchill Funeral Horn.
Friends may call at thi
funeral home through today
and may call at the Flin




Phil McCallon, president of
Kirksey United Methodist
Men announces that the group
will meet for breakfast at
seven o'clock Sunday mor-
ning, February 15, in the
social Hall of the Church. A
meal will be served.
Frank Gonzales of tin
Frank Gonzales
Advertising Department
the Murray Ledger & TirneS
will be the featured speaker of
the morning. Gonzales is well
known in this area for his work
with young people. He was the
director of the Drama,
"Ramses," which played at
Kentucky Lake Park Theatre
and also was in charge of an
extended series of Supper
Theatre programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village.
New officers for the year
are Phil McCallon, president,
Herschel Pace, secretary-
treasurer, and Mark McCallon
sergeant-at-arms. Advisory
committee is composed of
Clay Smith, Don Paschall, and
Max B. Hurt.
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Local Club Adopts New Carroll To Outline Details Of
Facility Rental Policy Severance Package Next Week
Changes in the rental policy annual dues are $240 for a
for the use of the clubhouse family membership and $120
facilities and discontinuance for a single membership.
of its junior membership For the past several years,
program were voted by the junior members have been
board of directors of the given the privilege of waiving
Murray Country Club at its payment of the initiation fee
February meeting Monday until they reached the age of
night. 30. The new policy, the
Under the new clubhouse directors emphasized, will not
facilities rental policy, which affect those junior members
becomes effective im- presently in the club under the
media tely : provisions of the former
—No charge will be made
for use of the facilities when In other action Monday
rented by any member, or night:
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll said he




governor to propose an in-
crease in the severance tax of
up to 1 per cent, to help
finance projects in several
catagories—from a new high-
way in eastern Kentucky to
increased funding for black
lung benefits.
Carroll met briefly Thur-
sday with legislators and local
officials from the coal-
producing counties, to pledge
that he would build a modern
highway from Hazard to the
Prestonsburg area—if they
found the financing.
Carroll said building a road
to connect the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway is vital to the
economic growth of eastern
Kentucky.
"I can think of no in-
vestment more important,"
major four lane roads
together in an area where you
can't travel more than 35
miles an how."
The four lane highway
would for the most part
parallel existing Ky. 80.
Although the governor
pledged he would build the
highway, he danced around
the issue of how it would be
funded. But the coal-county
representatives knew what he
was saying.
"You can't build it without
trical rates by that amount''
as one possibility.
Carroll said the program he
will propose next week will
fall into several categories,
but he said figures have not
been finalized on allocations to
each of the areas.
The construction of the
connecting parkway between
the Mountain Parkway and
the Daniel Boone Parkway is a
top priority for him. He also
said he would boost the county
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To Buy, See Us.
To Sell, List With Us.
Fulton Young
Realty, Inc.
Fulton E. Young, Broker
Ishmael Stinson, Broker











"If You Can't Get
It Done, See Us"

















other councilmen to attend the
National League of Cities
meeting in Washington, D. C.
March 12-14.
Gas system superintendent
Tonwny Marshall reported to
the council that industrial
customers had been advised
that their natural gas allot-
ments would be cut ap-
proximately 50 per cent
during the summer months
( April through October).
Marshall said that the allot-
ment cut was expected
through the summer months
due to the policies of the city's
supplier, Texas Gas
and Charles McDaniel, Misses
Julie Sams, Leslee Grogan,
Lisa Winters, and Lee Bryan.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The deacons will meet at
eight p.m. Sunday.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors with Bro.
Moody will attend the
Regional B. A. Congress at
Princeton. They will leave the
church at four p.m. Monday
and the supper will be fifty
cents each.
The business meeting of the
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Creasoni Mason of Far-
mington, 111., formerly of the
Brewers Community, died
Tuesday at 11:30 p.m. at
Farmington. She was 57 years
of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Creason.
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Mason of Farmington;
two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Brown of Farmington, M.,
and Mrs. Donna Joe
Mungerson of Cambridge, Ill.;
one son, Robert Scott Mason of
East Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Locke of
Benton Route Three, and Mrs.
Garvaline Riley and Mrs.
Mary Helen Chandler, both of
Benton; one brother, Gillard
Crason of Symsonia ; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. B.
Cope officiating. Burial will be
in the Lyles Cemetery.





Will Alton of Hazel Route
Two died this morning at two
o'clock at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 87 years of age.
The Hazel man resided with
his daughter, Mrs. D. B.
( Lottie) Grubbs of Hazel
Route Two who survives along
with one brother, Rube Alton
of the same address.
Mr. Alton was a member of
the Church of Christ. Born
May 25, 1888, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John Alton and Julia
Smith Alton.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m. Sunday
at the Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church with Bro.
Charlie Sweatt officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller




Earl Goodwin, a native of
Calloway County, died
Wednesday morning at
Evansville, Ind. He was a
resident of 811 N. Governor
Street of that city.
The deceased was 72 years
of age and moved to Evan-
sville fifty years ago. A
brother, Fred Goodwin, died
last Saturday.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Goodwin, two daughters,
Mrs. Doris Lee and Mrs.
Joyce Ebings, and one
grandson, all of Evansville,
Ind.; three brothers, Arlancler
Goodwin of Iowa and Everett
and Robert Goodwin, both of
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Maude Hood and Miss Myrtle
Goodwin, both of Evansville,
Ind., and Mrs. Mae Lyles of
Paducah.
Funeral and burial services





planned for the New
Providence Church of Christ
on Sunday. Bible Study
periods will begin at 10:00
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Classes for
all ages at both periods.
The Sunday morning
worship period will begin at
11:00 a.m., and Bro. Ed
Casteel, the church minister,
will speak on the subject,
"Jesus Is..." at the evening
service, to begin at 6:00 p.m.,
Bro. Casteel will discuss "The
Lordship of Christ".
Making announcements will
be Kim Puckett and leading
the song service will be Bobby
C. Stubblefield.
After the evening worship
peribd „there will be a
fellowship meal in the church
annex. All visitors at the
evening worship will be the




Mrs. Lola Miller, widow of
Bernie Miller, died Thursday
at 12:30 p. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 75
years of age and a resident of
Murray Route Two.
The deceased was preceded
in death by her husband,
Bernie, on July 28, 1938. She
was a member of the Flint
Baptist Church and)
employed as a cook
School. Born Februar
at Hamlin, she




her son, William B.
his wife, Sue, three
Billy, Ken, and
and four great gra
Tammy, Angie,
Amy Miller, all d
Route Two; one
William Stahls ot
Ill.; one niece, Mrs
Higgins of Gary, 1
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sday with legislators and local
officials from the coal-
producing counties, to pledge
that he would build a modern
highway from Hazard to the
Prestonsburg area—if they
found the financing.
Carroll said building a road
to connect the Mountain
Parkway with the Daniel
Boone Parkway is vital to the
economic growth of eastern
Kentucky.
Local Club Adopts New Carroll To Outline Details Of
Facility Rental Policy Severance Package Next Week
Changes in the rental policy
for the use of the clubhouse
facilities and discontinuance
of its junior membership
program were voted by the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club at its
February meeting Monday
night.
Under the new clubhouse
facilities rental policy, which
becomes effective im-
mediately:
—No charge will be made
annual dues are $240 for a
family membership and $120
for a single membership.
For the past several years,
junior members have been
given the privilege of waiving
payment of the initiation fee
until they reached the age of
30. The new policy, the
directors emphasized, will not
affect those junior members
presently in the club under the
provisions of the former
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll said he




governor to propose an in-
crease in the severance tax of
up to 1 per cent, to help
finance projects in several
catagories—from a new high-
way in eastern Kentucky to
increased funding for black
•
major four lane roads
together in an area where you
can't travel more than 35
miles an hour."
The four lane highway
would for the most part
parallel existing Ky. 80.
Although the governor
pledged he would build the
highway, he danced around
the issue of bow it would be
funded. But the coal-county
representatives knew what he
or& * anallirS1111111.6111
trice' rates by that amount"
as one possibility.
Carroll said the program he
will propose next week will "
fall into several categories,
but he said figures have not
been finalized on allocations to
each of the areas.
The construction of the
connecting parkway between
the Mountain Parkway and





















Ready to help you
with your real estate
needs whether you're
ready to buy or sell.
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proval was Oen to pay ex-
penses for theitlayer WW1 fear
other councilmen toadied the
National League of Cities
meeting in Washington, D. C.
March 12-14.
Gas system superintendent
Tommy Marshall reported to
the council that industrial
customers had been advised
that their natural gas allot-
ments would be cut ap-
proximately 50 per cent
during the summer months
( April through October).
Marshall said that the allot-
ment cut was expected
tiwough the simmer Months
due to the policies of the city's
supplier, Texas Gas.
Bill Whittaker, Bill Sara,
Glen GrelP11, K. C. Grogan,
and Charles McDaniel, Misses
Julie Sams, Leslee Grogan,
Ilse Winters, and Lee Bryan.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. The deacons will meet at
eight p.m. Sunday.
Members of the Royal
Ambassadors with Bro.
Moody will attend the
Regional R. A. Congress at
Princeton. They will leave the
uhurch at four p.m. Monday
and the supper will be My
cents each.
The business meeting of the
church will be held following
the Wednesday evening
fellowship supper.
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